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Abstract:

PEARLS AND KNOTS - 17 short stories. Using liglrt and dreams, these short stories

seek to find ways by which to preserve the essential preciousness of memolies and

experiences. I{ighly influenced by Roth, Gogol and Gallant. and b,v- frlm ancl

renaissance art, "Pear'[s and Knots" is an exploration space ancl of time, of plojection
and of preservation. The stories function as a strange. but hannonious cycle. useful to
partially-agnostic romantics and to skeptical believers alike. Above all, the stories in
"Pearls arrd Knots" ate a different and familiar sensatiou, and bookmark the

transparency betlveen dreaming and u'aking.
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Chloe from 7 to 9

I'm waiting. Still v/aiting. I'm waiting.

Chloe gets the call, changes and bounds from the house. It is July, full, humid, green

and resonant with the muted, far-off noise of horns and sirens, then the sound of a dog

barking metronomically. The sun is falling slowly, a long night, frve hours between

set and rise. A trio of sun-browned children are screaming and chasing each other.

Two little boys pin a little girl and empty a bucket of water over her, and she, enraged

and anointed, lashes out, and spins and slips into the mud she has made. The boys run

down the block, laughing, "No-tits is covered with shit!" 4 portly woman in a flower

print dress makes a threatening gesture with her fist, and the boys bow their heads,

flushed, and solemnly march through the screen door she holds open. All this as

Chloe, her step slowed, descends from the porch. The myopic professor across the

street pushes his glasses up the bridge of his long nose, looks up, as he has done for a

decade, and is sure he has never seen her so beautiful. He watches Chloe stare at the

little girl, and as she turns her head, he lowers his eyes to the book, the words all

divine nonsense.



Brushing herself off, swallowing a sob, the little girl follows Chloe with her eyes,

memorizing her body, cataloging the exaggerated parts that will be, if not the next

summer, then the one after, her own. She smiles, despite herselt and decides that she

wants a teal-green tank top and a canvas skirt. "Maria!" her Aunt screams, holding

one of her cousins expertly by the ear, "Maria! Come here now, these boys has

something to say to you." Maria smiles again, wiser, and watches Chloe's figure

disappear down the reddened, glassy street.

Reaching the corner of Palmerston and Harbord, the steady traffic saccharine-slow,

the pavement warm beneath her flip-flops, she surveys the ramshackle apartment

diagonal, and catches the eyes of a young man elegantly smoking, waving at her from

his narrow third-floor window. She waves back. Whistles and a muffled proposition

speed by her as an ancient Portuguese man, tanned and leathery, brings up phlegm

and spits at the street. A ruffled, sun-dazed seagull swoops down, squawks, and flies

off again. She rounds the comer and heads down Markham. On the steps of the schul,

several teenage Jews in black suits and skull-caps fall silent as she passes, and she

smiles at them. It occurs to her that instead of seeming overdressed and hot, the boys

are calm and entitled. She loves it.
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At Ulster Chloe tums left, crosses Bathurst, and contemplates getting a popsicle from

the cornerstore. All the browns and whites of Toronto are livid, rose and glowing.

Sunset picks out phosphorescents from otherwise dull brick houses, brings every

landJocked street to the seaside. I could be in Cadiz, she thinks, but I'm not. She sits

on the bench in front of the Laundromat, listens to the chuming machines and feels

summer lay heavily on her warrn skin. A parade of couples, their hands entwined,

pass by, walking in step. In their wake one of the guilty boys, dark head bowed, his

fists clenched and face streaked with tears, violently sucking a popsicle, dragging his

feet, walks by. Chloe can't keep herself from smiling and calling out, "Hey!"

Suddenly revived, he smiles back, the protean intimation of a man, "Hey to you too!"

and continues on his way, striding.

"Hello there"

"Hello"

"Where is your dog?"

"He passed away this winter"

"I'm sonlr to hear that"

"We had him put down"

"How old was he?"

"30 years"

"No!?"

"No really, 30 years"
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"That's a very old dog"

"Yes he was"

"He was a very nice dog"

ttHg wastt

"'Where is your dog?"

"Hiding"

"I'm sorr)r to hear that"

The last flecks of red are turning to yellowish black and couple of brighter stars

squint through. From behind the dark greenery that blinds the view, Chloe can still

pick out some of the taller downtown buildings, idle, pulsating. A cavalcade of

teenagers in their cars, bass rumbling, drive by, and a raccoon bursts from the hedge

and scurries by her, making her jump and shiver. Chloe watches its loping, silverine

body reach the edge of the park. The raccoon swings its head around, and stares at her

with a pleadingly calm look of recognition. She turns down Wells Hill Road and there

he is again. chloe smiles at him and he bolts into the darkness, triumphant.

Gavin, taciturn and impossible when she arrives, is now invigorated and prosaic. And

he does look good, Chloe thinks, annoying, but good.

"Botticelli's Venus was the first comic muse," he suddenly announces, bending into



the violet streetlight that comes through the basement window.

"Garbage"

"Hmmm"

Cut down to size, he crawls back into bed, and they struggle for a moment to find

who rests on whom.

"Your head is crushing me," she giggles.

"Lots of brains"

He is an enorrnous baby, asleep within seconds.

"Gavin"

"Gavin!"

"What?"

"Look at me"

He turns over obediently.

"Chloe, I'm sleeping, what do you want?"

"If cats have nine lives, how many do dogs have?"

"Why are you asking me this?"

"Just answer"

"Millions. They are man's best füend," he grumbles.

"Good, you may return to your loud snoring."

He grunts, bites her, tosses twice, snorts and falls asleep. She watches the iodine

leaves rustle, listens to the leaking tap and tickles Gavin, but he does not stir.
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The following morning, as she approaches her house she sees a raccoon, truant from

the night, crossing her yard, "Hey you there!" she calls, laughing. The raccoon rolls

over, squints and then crawls underneath the porch. Exhausted and happy, Chloe

makes coffee, sings to herself and changes. She checks the clock. 9. Christ.

The professor, squinting at the collection of long, vague words, sighs, slams the book

shut and closes his eyes, listening for her. Watching Chloe descend the stairs, bathed

in light, Maria, wearing a green tube top filled with water balloons, turns on her

cousins, shaking her chest.

"That's disgusting"

"You've got nothing there"

"You are a sex pervert, I'm telling your mother"

Chloe smiles atly'.ana, who shrugs.

"What are you looking at, you dogs?!"

The boys laugh, embarrassed and delighted.



Pearls

Someone actually told Vera, hands on hers, "You are like a mother to all of us

too," before the lights flicked on, and guests made excuses to go. Bleary eyed, they

downed their drinks quickly and some shoved beer in their pockets and filled their

hands with left-over hors d'oeuvres.

The girl got sick in the washroom, and the tips of her red hair fell in the bowl.

There was a light knock on the door: "sandra? sandra?" close, she thought. she

stood up on weak legs and tumbled into a rack, tossing shaving equipment around the

room. On the floor she closed her eyes. The rapping on the door was getting louder,

and there was a pain in her palm that shot down her arm. She brought herself up, and

supported her weight by placing her hands on either side of the shell-shaped sink.

"Sandra? Sandra, come out now, everyone has gone home."

Sandra? Who is Sandra?

"I'm Venus" she said, "Venus." She looked at her face in the mirror. Lipstick was all

over her cheeks and now more as she tried to clean it off.

"venus, I'm sorry, venus, please unlock the door, everyone has gone home."

She heard a woman's voice ask, "Do you know this girl?"

Tuming around and hoisting herself up she managed to get her rear into the sink. She

stared at the little painting in front of her, made up of some streaks and splotches and

cut-out words barricading a cluster of what looked like silver drops or pearls.

"Venus, please, unlock the door," the woman's voice pleaded.

"Can't she just stay in there if she wants to?" someone else asked.

"I can't leave her in there."



"Why not? We have two other washrooms!"

((Shh" Venus said, softly, "Shh."

"What was that?"

"Just a second," Venus answered, loosening the knob. The door opened and she saw

three heads, two men who seemed to be the same person and a third woman who was

not.

"Are you ok?" the men asked together, "Poor girl, god," one said.

"I'm fine" she whispered, "I'm not poor."

"we have to get her out of the sink," the woman said. "she is really bleeding."

"I'm going to be sick," one of the men said, and then Venus, whose eyes were closed by

then, smiled and thought: Why? Why would you be sick?

The girl didn't apologize, say how embarrassed she was or woffy about getting

blood on the seat. And why should she? It put them all at ease. Vera drove, Mike and

Sohrab in the row behind, looking back on the girl, who lay across the third row of

the van, underneath the slanted back window. she said softly: "l don't get it"

"Get what?"

"How it works"

"Oh" said Sohrab, "You mgan us?"

"Yes" she whispered.

"Well, Mike and I are together, and Vera lives with us"

"But not with you?"

'T.{o, not that way''

Vera smiled, looking in the rear view mirror. No one asked so pointedly. She wanted
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to tell the girl how they had met, on what beach and why, but it seemed obvious. She

didn't want the car ride to end. The men turned forward and looked out their windows,

watched the inky leaves pass by. They rolled the windows down, let the hot night

pour in, something they never did.

"Does it hurt, Venus?" Vera asked.

"No, I'm ok," said the small voice from the back.

They went over the Verrazano Narrows Bridge, past the Cloisters, Inwood,

Washington Heights, then block after block of Harlem to their right. Looking up

through the slanted back window, Venus counted two or three breaths to brick and

one to black sky, quiet and full. The three adults were used to questioning everyone

like potential clients. They even knew how to talk to children, but they said nothing to

Venus.

Vera felt her heart drop as Mt. Sinai came into sight.

"Venus, we are here now, will you be able to walk or do you want help?"

Mike and Sohrab each took an arrn at the elbow and shoulder, and lightly raised her

from the van, gently bringing her to her feet. Mike's eyes were watering. Vera put her

hand on the girl's lower back. The sound in the parking lot was hushed. They brought

her through the automatic doors, into the harsh light. They lay Venus across three

orange seats with her head on Vera's lap, and the men worked through the sheets

together.

"I like your necklace," Venus said. Vera noticed atrail of tears running down either

side of the girl's face. A tall man came by and laid his red jacket over her. "I'm going

to be here for a while, I can get it back later on." Vera pushe d atear from her cheek,
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and looked into her soft hazel eyes, her little nose and pink lips, and felt vastness,

overwhelming preciousness.

"I'm sorry" vera said, stroking the girl's reddish hair, seaside curly, "I'm sorry."

"It's ok, it's what happens," venus winked, the other shining hazel eye opening wider.

She thought about the party and the painting and how she wanted to set it right, and

how tired she was. Vera felt the girl's tears warm on her legs, but her hands were

cold.

"Its ok," Venus whispered, closing her eyes. Then she thought about taking a deep

breath and going beneath the water. one Mississippi. Two Mississippi. Three

Mississippi.

"Doctor!"

They sit on a bench, huddled together. They are in the light and beyond is in

darkness, except where a streetlight lights up a couple of cars, someone helping

someone to or from or someone wandering around. There is a vast black space, then

the lights of Long Island City and Queens. A strange thing, they are all holding hands,

silent. Vera thinks about the dark river, a motionless estuary to the ocean, and all the

moumful open shells, tormented and soothed by the waves. She kisses the men,

mutters a blessing and suggests that it is time to go. On the way back to the car she

snaps her necklace and the pearls dance away,back to sea.
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"Julia Come Home"

Davis and Julia, separated as infants, upon reuniting in middle age found they

had very little in cornmon. For example, while Davis slept with the clock radio

muffled underneath his pillow, his head arranged to catch the morning light, Julia had

a morbid fear of electrical appliances and of the sun. Davis claimed to remember their

mother's face and for her part Julia had no memories before the age of 33, due to a

losing run in with a plum-sized meteor, which came at her through a perfectly sunny

sky. Though, when she woke up several months later, they wouldn't let her keep the

little, coaly stone, she was given a commemorative scrapbook with pictures of her

body in various angles of sleep, accompanying articles with titles such as: "Miss

Meteor Still Sleeps", "She Will Not Wake" and her personal favorite: "Julia Come

Home", a strange, astrological opinion piece printed at the height of E.T. euphoria.

Their meeting got off to a particularly bad start when wool-clad Davis

inadvertently administered Julia a nasty electric shock after shuffling across the

carpet to hug her. Holding her rigid in his arrns, he stared at her brooch, sealed with

two golden clasps. Davis imagined the brooch empty, but when Julia, very rarely,

split the clasps, she could study the tiny, sepia colored photograph of a smiling young

woman, with green eyes, and an infant curled into either arm. The reunion between

the twins took a turn for the worse when Julia, unused to friendly small talk, asked

Davis, his skin covered with blisters and tumors, if he had any children. "Does it look

like it?" he growled.

Two weeks later, Julia read over the obituary for her brother, and though the

scrapbook was reserved for meteor related clippings alone, she snipped and pasted the
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squat column to the last page, and carefully closed the book.

Several days later, after her brother's estate was settled, she bought a ticket,

packed her meager belongings into an ancient blue-leather suitcase, and left Boston

for the first time in 20 years.

Unforhrnately, the Pacific Princess Hotel tumed out to be a terrible dive,

crawling with mice, its taps broken and its toilets belching brown water whenever it

rained. The second night, woken by a loud crash upstairs, Julia heard a voice

pleading: "Mama baby, if you can't tell I love you, I don't know what to do!"

By the third day she had gained enough confidence to begin looking, but she

was dismayed to find that the address no longer existed, and that the name warranted

76 different entries in the phone book. If only I had some sort of intuition, she

thought, flipping through a crumpled magazine. Eventually she narrowed the list

down to the five most likely, crossing off hyphenated surnames, tree streets, and

addresses with too many three's.

The following afternoon, suffering a door slam, a threat, and a half-naked

pervert, with a boa constrictor slung over his shoulders, she became discouraged.

Brazenly relishing a lime and pineapple juice in the squalid hotel bar, she

weighed her options. A: I use my last two and discover no-one, or, B: I am successful,

and then what?

"Can I get you something else miss?'

"No, thank you."

"Sure." smiled the bored, agrng waiter, stalling, looking her over.
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"You want a talk to?" he ventured.

Never having been asked this before, she was at a loss for words.

"Let me tell you something," he said. "How old are you?"

"54" she answered, without thinking.

"Well then, you three times me - how old am I then? You don't know?"

Bewildered, but flattered, and soothed by his voice, she shrugged her shoulders.

"I'm 50! Hows that work then you ask? Well, I'm 18 the first time I walk in here and

you 54 when you first step in. So what an 18 year old man do talking to a fine lady of

55? He know she step in somewhere too at 18 - that right?"

"Right."

"so you get me? we both but 18, and this the first time we anywhere together, and

we so beautiful, and when we sit down everyone tum to look."

Scanning the empty room and raising her eyebrows, she laughed with him.

In the morning Julia felt her energy renewed, and decided to choose option C.

The waiter by her side, carrying a fluorescent net-sack of sandcastle tools, she

climbed, with some difficulty, to the highest ridge, the sun relentless, the dingy city

wrapped in a yellow blanket ofhaze.

"Here?" the waiter asked, sweat pouring off his face.

"Here," she agreed.

She took a look inside the brooch for the last time, and thought, you were ten times

me.

"The shovel, please," Julia smiled.

Handing her the little pink spade then watching as she dug an oval hole in the sandy
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soil, the waiter saw his cue and raised a stiff leg onto a boulder. Wobbling slightly, he

caught Julia's green eyes: "Did I ever tell you about Ray Dojer? Well, Ray tell me, 'lf

she don't love me, I don't know what I'm gonna do. I'm gonna put myself on top of the

world so she always see me. So he take a plane over these hills, to the top of the sky,

and he proclaim: 'You see me now, you always see me.' I don't need to tell you what

happened next, but we all seen him."

Not sure whether or not to laugh, Julia turned away and pushed the dirt thickly over

the brooch, and put a stone on top.

"That's it?" the waiter asked. "No bless, no hooky-pooky, just that? Thank god, it's

hot as hell up here!"
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Ms. Pacman

Most people assumed that they were drawn together because he had written

about her somewhere, and that, at37 and among the more popular ofÊBroadway

playwrights, he was what she dreamed of as a fifteen year old Estonian, stripping in a

halÊempty Berlin club. A couple years on, and still no more familiar with English,

she knew that what drew them together was that they quickly approached a mutual

end to their careers. A week shy of 18, her iron curtain cheekbones were no longer

hung on a childishly alluring face, and nor was he any longer the angry young man of

the small stage, flatulent with politics and rage. Virtually incomprehensible to one

another in any formal language, his tongue poisoned by the Ivy League and hers

forever prodigally tied to the swirling, mournful notes of the violin, they developed a

mute pigeon language, an easy understanding. Though two winters had passed since

that fateful coke-infested reception in Milan, they had yet to make love. Impotence,

ambivalence and homosexuality were the usual suspects for abstinence, but for the

unlikely duo only moral and legal patience were to blame. So, in the days

approaching her 18th birthday, there was palpable, if unvoiced excitement.

Business had brought them to Winnipeg, a city in the cold nexus between

provincial Estonia and vampish New York. Bu! seduced by mid-western ease, by the

end of their second evening each had made a private pledge to stay on.

The following morning he skipped out on his flight to LA and passed the

afternoon in the concourse of the train station, leafing through the local papers. For

her part, she slept past her noon plane to Paris and spent the next couple hours of

sunlight walking along the frozen river. That evening they were surprised and pleased
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to meet one another at a diner in the bus station, and they shared a heaping plate of

fries on top of a Ms. Pacman table.

Aimlessly wandering the following morning, an unseasonably waÍn breeze

floating through the streets, they fell upon a small, old house and bought it. The next

day he occupied himself making a library while she bought drapes, dishcloths, towels

and sheets. They lay down on the new bed, and, chaste as ever, smiled, wrestled and

slept soundly.

On the sixth day, the last remnants of winter returned with a certain

viciousness, whipping winds battering the house, its pathways and the street

smothered under several feet of snow. The power cut, they burned the books, then the

drapes, dishcloths and towels. But, just before she moved to drop the sheets in the

inferno, the lights flickered on, and the furnace resumed its deep growl. He returned

the sheets to the bed carefully, with solemn relief.

That evening, he reading the yellowed stove manual and she arranging the

ceiling stipple into notes, they turned at the same moment to observe one another.

"'Well" she said.

"Let's go for a walk" he offered.

The door barricaded by snow and sealed with ice, they were forced to admit defeat.

And on the seventh evening, he fell into a dream: "Good morning," she said to

him, in the queen's perfect English, "How are you today love?" "I'm illiterate," he

responded, "please forgive me." watching him sleep she thought: I wonder if he

remembers.

And then he opened his eyes. "Oh my god, I'm so sory, I've slept past it!"
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"It's only midnight, you know!" she laughed. "Do you want to try another walk?"

A miracle: the door opened as if it had been waiting the entire time. She

slipped her hand in his and they walked through the deep, moonlit snow, their fingers

entwined, their paths splitting and merging.

"Libretto!" they yelled together, running down the street, laughing madly.
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Let it Die

So said his mother: If you lose me, stay right where you are. And the winter

that Natalia left he waited out January, February and March, acting the palsied

convalescent before he was capable of discerning that she was not coming back to get

him. I am a victim - he thought at the end of the three months, and not without some

conceited guilt at the thought's long rehearsal - I am a victim of the liberal tradition

that grants significance to everything and does not allow anything to end. Everyone

else, he assumed, could opt-out of the constrictive teleology if they so desired, but not

he. Julian Abramson, BFA, was fated to wait out etemity for bearded gods to flash

him inspiration in public parks and for thwarting loves to once again drop their heavy

skirts from his fingers.

"Letit die!" füends advised him, former lovers, co-workers, unfortunates caught in

his periodic burst of insult, issuing as if from a frightened lap dog.

"Let it die!" said songs, one in particular, the words following incoherent.

"Let it die!" whispered teenage nymphets in faded-ass Brazilian jeans. "You are the

only thing holding democracy together!" he is tempted to yell.

Ah, but Abramson doesn't let it die, he just kills it and digs it up again.

"But I already know what you look like! You're no surprise to me, for fuck's sake!"

he said, before being roundly slapped, to his memory, at least twice.

But this was a different loss, entirely. Not quite pouting but certainly with a

fashionably penitential air, he spent three long months feigning disease, cancers,

arthritis, chronic flatulence, flattering sexual afflictions, laid up like a taxidermied

street urchin on the tattered, variously stained, one-time red couch, under the single
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light-giving window in the apartment.

Initial pity on the part of his random cast of roommates evolved into amusement, then

conceited ignorance (forms of sordid love having been made underneath his squalid

roost more than once) finally culminating in outright hostility and a popular decree

insisting on his immediate removal.

"Mike, we've decided you need to get off the couch," said the chosen emissary,

nervously pulling at his scarce beard.

"First of all, I'm Julian, and who the hell are you?" He inspected the young man, a

student activist probably, queerly gussied up - a soi disant syntactical terrorist in

washed-out blackface, weighed down by purple scarves, beads and greasy-looking

hair extensions.

"Listen James, get off the couch, ok?"

"It's Julian, you fucking nitwit, go back to Scarborough Virginia Said!"

This struck off his last hour at this esteemed address, or of any address for quite some

time, but he finally felt himself again.

Penniless, he doled out hand jobs to Montreal's more and less illustrious,

finding for once that a lifetime of creative narcissism had dutifully equipped him with

marketable skills well suited to Quebec's teeming unilingual. In this respect,

competition was fierce, the grease-palmed street Arab of yesterday now being the

slick wristed Syrian or Lebanese of today, in their spirit of steadfast self-advancement

the New Jews of sorts, the Jews themselves the New Scots, and the Scotch cloned

from the rotten genes of British poncery.

Abramson, one himself (a Jew in the British tradition, with Scotch pretensions and

Arab acquaintance) was, of course, an abomination to his parents. But, for the time
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being, pious Mohammad and he did the rounds in tandem, the other waiting

underneath a filthy awning, soaking the chosen hand in a catchers mitt creamed with

butter and vaseline. Eventually he saved up sufficiently and moved well past the West

Island, directly over his parents heads, to a city they had only heard about in

weatherly conj ecture: Winnipeg.

And so, several years on, and comfortable enough to say of his adoptive home

that it is "the place where god pissed, walked 50 miles south and wiped his ass,"

Julian looked back at his strange winter interlude, when he waited for Natalia to

return, and marveled at his old patience and its subsequently slithery coda with

curiosity and something verging on pride.
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Her Voice Instead of My Own

I

One evening in late February, walking west along Matthews, Julian

Abramson, his ice-encrusted scarf wrapped tightly around his neck, noticed the way

the elms seemed to cleverly bend away from the power lines. He thought: they are

pruned like that, cut back, their limbs thrown back into an elegantly disheveled,

backwards bow. Earlier in the evening, as he reached for an innocuous potluck bun,

the thirty-something who had boldly seated himself at the head of the table

announced, not a hint of irony or song in his voice: "There is a reason why the jokes

don't seem funny an)¡more, but if we knew it, we wouldn't bother opening our

mouths."

Julian gagged and nodded, took a bite of the bun and said, crumbs flying out

his mouth, "You know the reason, comedian, close your mouth!" Sarah, her nails

digging in to Julian's leg, flushed an unhealthy red and pulled him aside halfivay

through the disastrous second course: "Julian! For Christ's sake! I like you, a lot, but

this is why we can't go anywhere!" Looking over his face Sarah asked: "What's

wrong Julian? Tell me what's wrong." Julian remained dumb and silent. At that

moment a dispassionate round of limbo began to proceed underneath a walking stick.

Sarah smiled and whispered, shrugging her shoulders, "Sorry Julian, see you," and

turned on her feet, walkingaway, bending below the stick. Her body gracefully

contorted, Julian memorized her face, bowed to no-one in particular, and left.
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Ah, evening walks! Evening walks in horrible February, when the birds are

flown, frozen or cooked. A light on in every living room, and in every living room an

execrably shoddy looking piece of modern art hanging a couple of feet above a tan

chaise-couch, eclipsing the scars of framed Mary or Jesus prints, just as cheap and

imprecise, that the Portuguese hung before they fled or renovated and moved on to

further destinations and theologies North American. Plodding through the ice-flecked

snow, he was reminded of an instance he had found humorous, if off-putting at the

time. Several Februaries ago in Montreal he made the acquaintance of one Nathan

Mainz, the single, swarthy child of wealthy Jewish parents, themselves escapees of

the various European outrages. Still victim to continental practice, they raised young

Nathan in a mock-Georgian mansion, gave him the best blue-blazer schools,

elocution lessons, the instruments of his choice and free rein with the au-pairs. To

their no small horror, even the pounds of fois-gras they forced on their son, even the

blond playmates, even the Tolstoy, Celine, and the Woolf - anything they could slip

between the covers of a crumpled Mad Magazine - all this still left him short, dark,

rude, arrogantly introspective, enamored of comic books and slasher films.

Julian took an immediate dislike to Nathan, his swarthy misery a constant

pain, and was certainly pleased to hear that while dragged on yet another European

vacation he had finally tossed himself in front of a Swiss bus. He left behind a pretty

girlfriend, Louise, trailing in her red-eyed wake Nathan's strangely calm, tiny parents,

who quietly boxed up his things, leaving the large front room to Julian, who eagerly

moved his meager possessions in.

Eager to ingratiate himself with Louise, and being the closest thing to a füend
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that Nathan had had, he agreed to pay a visit to the mourning Mainzes in Toronto.

They were kind, soft-spoken and unshakably polite, enjoying nothing better than

evenings spent reading old-classics in their enormous, pillared living room. After the

weekend ran out, they begged Julian to stay the week, and he was only too happy to

oblige. They had him sleep in Nathan's room which they had kept in state, and,

lacking any ominous superstitions and pleased to rummage through the deceased's

belongings, he was curious to find stacks of religious paraphemalia: "Accepting Jesus

into Your Heart", "The Dutiful Christian" and "A Child's Illustrated Bible" among

the many volumes and pamphlets along dead Nathan's many bookshelves.

One evening, he snuck downstairs to sneak a drink or two from the plentiful

liquor cabinet and was surprised to find Mr. Mainz slumped before it, in an easy

chair, laughing wildly, tears spurting from his eyes. Seeing Julian walk in, the tiny,

aged man motioned for him to sit down on the couch opposite.

"Do you have a minute Julian?" he said, smiling.

"Of course - what can I do for you?"

"Allow me to ask you something," Mr. Mainz said. Something about the formal,

decidedly European tone of Mr. Mainz's speech, as if expecting attentive reporters

with pens poised, pleased Julian enormously, and he was eager to hear what he

wanted to know.

"'W'ell," the old man began, putting his hands behind his head and leaning back, "- as

you well know we raised our son to fit in and prosper, but we have been forever

dismayed to find that Nathan did neither. What was the problem you might ask?"

"I don't know" Julian responded, curious.

"Well, years ago, at the last straw, we enrolled him in a liberal seminary, well-suited
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to young boys of his disposition, and under the advice of an instructor, he became a

devout Christian."

"I was wondering about all the books" Julian replied.

"Yes, he took to it, God knows why." Mr. Mainz paused a moment, then said, "'Was

Nathan a homosexual? You can tell me, you know."

"Yes" Julian lied, thinking of Louise, "He really was one."

Mr. Mainz, somehow redeemed, thought for a moment, and then turned his

eyes on Julian. "You may leave tomorrow morning Julian, thank yoü," he said,

standing up, his blue eyes filled with tears. The following evening, opening Louise's

blouse and kissing her small breasts, Julian swore he could smell dead Nathan's sour

breath, mocking him.

And what was February, he thought, other than Mother Nature mocking July,

just as Jesus mocked Nathan and modern art the Portuguese Christ. But disgust is no

excuse, he thought, watching the gnzzled Elms bend away from the thoughtless

wires. I should phone Sarah - her body bent and her eyes glittering - and tell her I left

to save her further embarrassment, that I wanted to hear her voice instead of my own.
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The Light

Natalia Berlin, at last, and not without a note of resignation softly nrng across

her red lips, is closing her eyes, but they blink open just as quickly. Many of the

sleep_less count sheep, ranges of snow-capped stipple, hairy-legged spiders on parade

or constellations of dewdrops, but for as long as she can remember (16 years, first

memory: hallucination of spiruring cake and candles, six hours less a three year old

and already an inexhaustible insomniac, sweet tooth and party girl) she has calculated

leaves in the summer, snowflakes in the winter - and it is now half way between

winter and summer which means it is either April l5th or October 15th. If it is half-

way through April, Natalia will try to discover the ratio of previously melted

snowflakes to emergent buds, and, because it is certainly October 15th, Natalia

envisions the seamless transmogrification of leaves into snow.

But, because of reasons about which we can only speculate, Natalia Berlin

experiences a fundamental disjoint in creative imagination, that will for some time

haunt her. On the 6535th morning since Sarah Berlin, after less than two hours of

labor, gave birth to her only daughter's halÊdozen pounds, delivered into David

Berlin's waiting, steady hands, four kilometers and 6l/4 feet, and a floor up from

where the 108 pound L9 year old now lies, Natalia outright rejects the notion that

leaves, however similar in structure, come to form snowflakes, and vice versa. Natalia

sits bolt upright and brings her knees to her chest, rocking, a netv habit, and digests

the gravity of her transformation and the set of questions it raises: Where do the

leaves go? To what or to whom? Are any leaves lost?

Satisfied that her childhood game has not been overly impoverished by
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growing skepticism, Natalia Berlin lies back down and stretches to her full length.

She always winces at her doctor's statement of her height and instead, like all the

other animals, measures herself from tip to tail, 8 foot 2 inches with her fingers

outstretched and her feet painfully bent. Natalia calls her feet her tail, because of her

sleepless nights as a bed fish, and her rear her feet, because ofher days spent seated,

reading and thinking.An employer, three years hence, will tell her, fashioning

himself humorous, "Your ass will get you somewhere," a clichéd crudity she

misconstrues as a thoughtful compliment, just like how she will smile, the following

faLl at the end of a white night, when a bleary eyed lover turns to her and says,

"Natalia, if you don't stop flapping your tail we are never going to get to sleep!"

Unable to sleep, Natalia Berlin pinches the waxy nylon lapel of the mattress (half

undressed of its T-shirt sheets like an '80s tart) between her fingers and toes.

When she was little, her parents made up a game called 'parts'. The object of

'parts' was for Natalia to touch apart on herself name it, then touch the same part on

the parents body, renaming it, then repeating the action until all the body parts

(excepting a few) had been named and renamed. The task would then be to touch her

own body and sound off both the'formal'and the'made-up'names. Eventually, the

second language became as set as the first. And though with age Natalia

fundamentally acquired no new parts, she out-grew one parental play partner, then the

other. To this day, resting her left hand on her chest, she can remember: "Rib: Jobur";

on her waist: "Abdomen, spabu"; then really stretching, her right hand clinging on to

the mattress frill, the other hand on the inside of her right leg: "thigh, wabu."

Now Natalia Berlin, clinging to the flush of childhood warmth coursing

through her, curls up into aball, slides her head into a sliver of violet light, slowly
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reddening, widening. Her body beneath a sea of sheets, she imagines herself a perfect

circle, thousands of silent feet below the still lip of the waves, staring up through

darkness to the moon which flashes across a smoothly rippled surface. She reminds

herself that air is a molecule or two away from water, so to linger beneath the sea is to

fly immobilized, to motionlessly float, to be held on all sides by a blackness that only

slowly, very slowly drops you. But as Natalia moves toward it, the silver moon

recedes and is replaced by the red-flare of the sun. Her parents, both enthusiasts of

ending nocturnes, could often be found sitting in the glass-roofed garden room,

staring out of darkness into light. Natalia recalls crawling into the heat between them,

blind and held, blotting out the light. She remembers their bodies (stomach: pecta,

hands: vari, feet: masu) reabsorbing her, but she can't recapture that warm orb of

darkness, she can't sleep or stay still, and night falls past morning and her parents slip

from her, recoiling from the light.
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The Knee

"The knee, the knee, joins two parts and makes one of three, the knee, the knee"

The elbow dream. The elbow dream. The elbow dream. In the early hours of

the morning, as the immature sun slants up through the curtains, red and immaculate,

Abigail and Svenson Davidson hear their child cry out. Waking feverish, sobbing,

carefully cradled in the elderly arms of his bewildered parents (his Sarah and

Abraham), he once again brokenly recalls the horrible dream:

"I wake up," he begins.

"In the dream or in bed?"

"I wake up in the dream, in bed, and a man leads me to my body.,,

"And then what?" asks his mother.

"He asks me to touch the parts of my body that are mine, but I can't, because I don't

have any elbows."

His father, a retired doctor ("I have heard everything, every single thing, I assure

you") his furry face huge and warm, wizened at the eyes, asks, as he always does,

"You don't have any elbows, or the body?"

"Me - I can't touch my body to point out the parts - my hands don't work because I

dontt"
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"Do not" softly interjects his mother.

He scowls at her ancient face and continues: "I do not have elbows, so I can not touch

my body."

A band of red light, escaping from a slit in the curtain strands brightly across his eyes,

blotting out his parents, to whom he appears a glowing angel whose holy serenity

they are both scared to touch.

"I do not have any elbows," he repeats, his eyes serious.

"But how are your hands attached if you do not have elbows?" asks his father, ever

the rationalist.

"I don't know!" he protests, "I don't know!"

And this is his clearest picture: his parents dissolving into a relentless sunrise

that creeps through gaps in yellowed curtains, a brilliant light that devours his waking

hours.

Years later, living hand to mouth offa couple meager paying jobs (one late

aftemoon, one late night) Daniel devotes his life to a couple perfect hours, just as the

city rises for work. He spends this interlude between work and sleep aimlessly

roaming the streets, languidly preparing himself for bed - marveling at precariously

overhanging comices, wilted eaves troughs, drooping balconies and corroded cast-

iron stairwells. He watches leaves detach and reluctantly float back and forth to the

ground, compiling a temporary earth through which feet cut country paths. He loves

the tar-mended breaks in the asphalt, the uneven rhythm of smashed-together
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sidewalks and rows of salmon-red tenements haphazardly arranged into ragged blocks

- but above all, of morning he loves the marvelous drapery of sunrise, how a restless

veil of clouds is kept still and burnished red by the steady rising sun.

Daniel is haunted by two notions: that things are drawn together, unwillingly,

and that objects survive in state because of a willingness to mutually cohere. So it was

to Daniel's no small horror that his childhood dream, presumed naturally dead along

with his much-loved parents, returned as a fantasy of knees instead of a nightmare of

elbows. The dream comes each morning, before he wakes, and it is not until he has

endured a week of mystery and confusion that he is forced to confess to his

immediate superior, Rajid, a middle-aged Indian who joyously endures 20 hour days

to support a rapidly expanding brood, his spare moments spent devouring 'classics'

from which he delivers bits of obscure wisdom: "A man is a man only when he can

admit the death of his immortality" or "One who falls thrice has done so only for the

second time once."

"What do you mean you only see the knee?" Rajid asks, amused.

"What I say - I only see the knee - but it is not like it is detached from the rest of the

body - it is definitely, definitely there - ba-bu-but" Daniel stutters, laughing - "But I

can't see it - because I don't - do not - I do not know it - the word - I'm-I'm-l'm -"

"Itm, Itm, Itm?"

"I'm asked for a word, a line, you know?"

Rajid screws up his face. "A line? A secret word? I don't mean to shit on your dream,

Daniel dearest - but it is impossible - all backward - you say the secret word to see a

part - not a body you see - you see?"

t'Hmm"
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"What is the knee like then? Are you afraid to look up a thigh - is that the problem? I

can tell you if you want to know."

'No - Rajid, I'm not 8! - just a knee - like any other knee maybe, how different are

knees? But I, I, I am drawn to it."

"Aye, aye, aye! I can't help you dear boy - come back to me when you see the whole

woman-"

Daniel walks up and down streets that are decreasingly familiar, plastered with

red, orange and yellow leaves. Tenants meticulously brush clear their stoops and

stairs only to find that phantom winds erase their efforts the moment they tum away.

And on the 10th moming of the dream, a breakthrough. He patiently

pronounces the secret line, and speaks to the knee: "Because they won't stay still,"

and the rosy cloud obscuring the body lifts...and he wakes. "No!" Daniel presses his

eyes closed, seals the lids with his hands, and breathes deeply, but he cannot re-enter

the dream - having revealed the secret, the dream drifts elsewhere.

Pushing the vacuum cleaner back and forth, not noticing that he sucks the

same patch of carpet over and over again, he repeats the line to himself: Because they

won't stay still. Because they will not stay still.

"What are you mumbling about?" asks Rajid. "Did you see the body? How was it?

How big is his penis?"
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With two hours to spare and sleep all but impossible, Daniel devises to walk

for an hour at a leisurely clip, then to retum with greater haste to work. He does not

wear a watch - never has - instead compiling time from the sun, faces, cornerstore

clocks, the wrists of strangers.

At the furthest trajectory of his joumey Daniel becomes aware of two things,

both seeming impossibilities to he who lcnows these linear streets so well: he is lost

and has never before been on this block. The rising sun casts a thick red band across

the top of the east block, announcing the time and orienting the angle of the street.

How have I not been here? Dumbfounded, he recalls his father's advice, a warm flush

of wisdom: "Always, always watch your feet, watch where you step."

Underneath the toe of his left foot rests the nose of a cleanly folded paper

airplane, messy handwriting on either side, reading "if spring". Daniel stoops down,

snatches the airplane, and hungrily splits it - "If buds can stay until spring" - then,

taking a deep breath, unfolds the lined paper: "If buds can weather winter, why can't

leaves stay until spring?" The answer springs immediately to mind, and, triumphant,

Daniel raises his head and shouts: "Bscause they won't stay still! Because they won't

stay still!" He scans the blocks, looking for movement, and his eye catches, for a

single moment before it is lost in the growing redhaze, the knee - the knee from his

dreams - he would know that knee anywhere. "The knee! The knee!" he cries, "The

knee!"
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"Shut up will you goddammit!" and "silence sacre-christ cibole!" ring from

opposing sides of the block simultaneously.

"What does it mean?!" he shouts, delirious. "The knee! Where are you!? Let me see

you!"

"I am going to let you see my fists, merde, unless you shut up!" threatens a shrunken

old woman from her balcony. "The knee, the knee! Some of us are trying to sleep,

tabernacle!"

I'm late. Shit, shit, shit! Remember this, dammit! Daniel searches the

balconies, the stoops, the sidewalks and windows one more time - and for a second,

he thinks he sees, in the glowing band of red light, the outline of a woman or a girl -

saying something, waving - but she disappears and he forces himself to turn, running

and looking back, willing himself to remember the block, the cast of the red light, the

girl, the knee.
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Calling All Hands

Uncle Vic sold purses, wallets and backpacks made out of scraps of old_blue

jeans. Because the seats went cheap, back pockets figured in everywhere. The early

90's went baggy and behinds lost their vogue for the rest of the decade, and Uncle Vic

lost his business. Evicted from his already modest store, with his last dollars he rented

on weekends an obscure corner of a far-flung supermarket. Uncle Vic's niece, Anna,

was a piano prodigy in the Ukraine. Her father, Uncle Vic's brother, went back for a

hammer and missed the bus in Chemobyl. His wife was relieved when a month later

his body was buried beneath a dozenmeters of concrete. Anna at 16 was the spitting

image, Uncle Vic thought, of her mother at the same age, whom he loved and lost to

his dead brother. It pained Uncle Vic to see Anna practicing on the tiny electronic

keyboard, and so he devoted all his earthly energies to tracking down a suitable piano.

Every Wednesday, Friday and Sunday afternoon, while his sister-in-law did

her cleaning shift, Uncle Vic took his niece to one of the three big piano stores. Each

week he changed the order of visitation, but after a while the salesmen, though

charmed by the talented girl with the dark eyes, cut down her practice time, scared as

they were of her eager hands. Putting up signs around the city, Uncle Vic managed to

get Anna several nights a week teaching lessons at private homes, knocking off a

quarter of the price were she permitted an hour beforehand to play freely. Uncle Vic

waited outside in his rusty, dilapidated sedan, the windows rolled down to let the

sound in, stitching on straps or buckles, occasionally looking through the various
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living room windows, in which pianos were always made visible to the passersby.

Over Uncle Vic's objections Anna's mother cut down these sessions to three a week,

even though, or perhaps because, Anna pulled in badly needed money at twice her

mother's hourly rate. After a further heated row Uncle Vic agreed to allow his niece

fuIl Saturdays spent with a Polish music professor of some repute. "He is not a good

man!" Uncle Vic protested.

As Dr. Valchek well knew, Uncle Vic kept secret watch from behind a

movable set of bleachers in the small auditorium, so the professor memorized his

comings and goings. Uncle Vic, outsmarting him, left for his stroll and coffee and his

bathroom break at carefully patterned times. Dr. Valchek, his big red ears sensitive,

fought back by catching the exact clicks of Uncle Vic's needles. Seeing his swollen

ears strain Uncle Vic muffled his needles, clips and pins with a blue jean blanket,

confusing the professor with random clicks, scratches and thumps. Dr. Valchek

responded by buying several pounds of old blue jeans and tossing them about the

football field that Uncle Vic and his niece inevitably passed on their way in,

reasoning that it would take Uncle Vic no less than 10 minutes to retrieve the fabric.

Uncle Vic calculated it would take him 8 minutes, but his perseverance being

Olympian, he had gathered all the articles, folded and arranged by shade within 6

minutes, and was at his bleacher burrow in just under 7 minutes, early enough to yell

"stop!" as the professor's hungry conducting hand slipped into Anna's frilly blouse.

Springing like a deranged wolf from the shadows, denim flying out in all directions

and several vagrant needles unaccounted for, Uncle Vic was at the professors throat

in a matter of moments, the niece limply slung over his right shoulder.
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"What are you doing!" she screamed as he carried her out the car, restoring

her to her feet.

"What do you mean?" he asked, genuinely puzzled.

"'Where am I going to play now?" she cried, turning from him.

From this moment on Uncle Vic committed himself to a new approach. Poor

though they were, the girl needed a piano, her own piano. Pacing back and forth in his

tiny apartment, drinking strong tea into which he dipped stale crusts of bread, he

racked his mind for tenable options. Thievery was out of the question, deportation

still being a possibility as he waited to fully clear. Leasing to own, he reasoned, was

no different than slow robbery. Only the most obvious and impossible option

remained.

The following afternoon Uncle Vic pawned his furniture and his mother's

wedding ring which he had kept wrapped in a sock for 16 years since the evening he'd

discovered his fiancée pregnant by his brother from whom he had stolen his sister in

law in the first place. With 2000 dollars in his pocket and his laundry and sewing

goods in separate garbage bags he proceeded to the weekly dinner.

After Anna was sent to the bedroom she shared with her mother, Uncle Vic

and his sister-in-law sat on the couch at the other side of the kitchen (that they called

'the living room'), sipping tea, smoking silently in the dark. He stared at her hands,

stained by bleach, her faded blouse, the skin loosening at her neck - and it was in the

silent conspiracy between her stung lips and girlish eyes that he allowed himself to be

caught, to be brought back.

"What should we do, Vic?" she sighed. "What are you looking at, you silly old man?"
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"You are still beautiful, Maria, marry me."

Uncle Vic's sister in law wept, said yes, and wept again, this time in his arms. "I have

always loved you," she said over and over again. The following morning Anna was

unsurprised to find her mother and Uncle Vic entwined on the couch, covered with a

blue jeanblanket. He had always been there.

Uncle Vic took a cleaning job at night, 2 hours of which overlapped with his

fiancée. Like young lovers, they had to keep themselves secret. During the day he

slept for five hours, then spent as much time sewing together scraps of blue jeans into

yet more modish forms: scarves, belts, bandannas and mini-skirts. As he toiled, he

kept the thought of the piano in mind. If he got cleaning fluid in his eyes he would

picture the ivory keys. If a needle punctured his finger he would imagine the feel of

the smooth black top. A year passed, his fiancée became his wife (Anna the only

guest), he switched to corduroy (which began to sell) and he managed to save 7 000

dollars, half of the deposit.

One night he dreamt that he was he was caught in the stomach of the piano,

tangled in the strings as the hammers struck the notes wildly. He let out a strangled

call for help, and Anna appeared, slowly closing the black lid with a blank face, her

calloused hands gesticulating. Waking in a sweat he leapt from the bed, thrust aside

the partition (a corduroy sheet) and grabbed Anna's hands in his own, feeling her

fingers.

"Hey! I'm sleeping! What are you doing?!"
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"I don't know, I'm sorry," he said. She stared at him until he spoke again. "I'm sorry, I

was worried about your hands for the piano."

She gave him a soft, pitying look. "IJncle Vic, I know you mean well, but I don't want

a piano, I don't care for it."

Uncle Vic would not allow himself to hear. "Good night my dear, you will love the

piano."

Anna shrugged and caught her mother's eyes across the room.

"You will love the piano Anna," her mother said, pleadingly.

As he lay awake that night, he decided he would have to speed the process.

The following moming, Uncle Vic brought the money (carefully ordered bills and

several rolls of change) with him to the piano maker.

"'We can only place the order when 60%á of the money is here," said the little,

spectacled man behind the desk.

"But I have given you 60Yo," Uncle Vic protested.

"Do you not want a seat? A stand? Vic - a piano does not just need a player - it needs

all of these things, I'm sorry."

Another half year passed, more money cushioned the deposit, and the order

was finally sent.

"You do realize that you forfeit the purchase if the entire amount is not received by

the delivery day?"

Uncle Vic did all he could not to reach out one of his large arms to smash the little

man's glasses. 'Can't you see, you bastard,' he thought, 'she can't really play on that

tiny keyboard?'
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Then news came that Anna had been accepted to a university, where she had

decided to study painting.

"She will ruin her hands!"

"No - she will be careful, I'm sure she will," his wife assured him.

The piano was due to arrive in a week.

"I just want her to see it - when she sees it she won't want to go. I just want her to see

it." he repeated.

"She will see it - don't worry - she is not leaving until next Tuesday."

On Sunday the movers phoned to say that there would be a delay.

"Earliest Monday."

"She must have it now!"

"Monday morning."

Uncle Vic spent all Monday waiting by the tiny window, sitting on the floor as

they had sold the couch to make room for the piano, which did not come. On Tuesday

morning, first navigating the packed suitcases lined up at the door, he tramped down

to the shipping center, irate, frenzied. He could see the comer of the piano, peeking

out from a van.

"I need it today, right now, she is leaving today! I want her to see the piano!" he

screamed.

"Take it easy, guy''

"Vic!"

"Vic, you are short -"

"That is impossible"

"You are short $60 - that's it - just give me $60 and it is as good as done"
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He knew his pockets to be empty and looked about his body in vain - he had sold his

watch, his rings, even his belt.

"Take my shirt" Uncle Vic said.

"What?"

"Take my shirt - it is one of a kind, worth at least $60 - take my shirt"

"No - I don't want your shirt."

"Take my shirt," Uncle Vic insisted, stripping the corduroy off and flinging it at the

bewildered man. "It is worth $60, more."

The mover stared at the half naked man in front of him, and felt something obscure:

shame.

Uncle Vic ran from the warehouse and draped himself over a park bench.

Children screamed, dogs leapt wildly and ducks slowly floated across the pond as

lovers kissed and made promises. Finally broken, he wept uncontrollably and parents

steered their happy young well away from the trembling man.

As he dejectedly walked toward his house, the sun falling fast, he noticed,

with some morbid excitement, that the little window was darker than usual. When

Maria woke and went into the kitchen, she saw Uncle Vic, shirtless, idly fiddling with

the immaculate keys.

"Did she see it?" he asked.

"Yes," she lied.

Uncle Vic thought for a moment and looked up, studying her face. She smiled and

tears came into her eyes.

"How long did I wait for you?" he asked.
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"A lifetime."

Maria sat beside him at the piano. Uncle Vic stared at her corduroy skirt, belt and

blouse.

"It is beautiful," she said, running her hands over the keys.

He smiled and shrugged. "I am a silly man, but I can't help it."

That night, when for the first time he told her he loved her, she believed it.

With his wife wrapped in a corduroy blanket, sleeping soundly, he conceded to

himself that he had been wrong, that he had never really seen it. He took her wrinkled

hands in his and was relieved to see that life had given them the same creases.
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Knots

They were bad men, and knew it, so they did more bad things to feel nothing.

But there was one woman they had problems with. Each inmate in the female prison

camp was shown a noose, as if it were a choice, but when they showed her one, the

men felt strangled by invisible threads. First they thought she was a sorceress - five

tore offher clothes together only to find themselves bloodlessly wilted and ashamed.

After this, most agreed she must be a princess or perhaps a young queen. Either way,

they were incapable of doing to her what they did to the others, so she held a special

position of resistance: her own cell with the finest view across the empty desert, and

her spacious confine decorated sparsely with the Captain's gifts: a dried bunch of

lilac, a gold coin from Ethiopia, a tattered copper shawl, a sheaf of paper and a quill

pen engraved with the Captain's initials.

The militiamen balmed their cruelties with the belief that they would lead

normal lives soon, upon return, and then, not much later, endure the fiery eternity of

hell. However wavering their belief, each man conceived of a hell much like their

camp, albeit on the losing end. And so, knowingly damned, this one-time doctor, that

grocer or the burly, sensitive deliveryman who moans incessantly of missing his wife,

had a sort of peace into which flecks of love poured, and each man, privately

knowing himself unworthy, fell in love with the woman they came to call the Queen -

none more stricken with love than the Captain and Rahim, the student, the lowliest of

the recruits. The notion of killing her unthinkable, the Captain decided to take her

hand in marriage. Every late afternoon he came to her cell to try to work the charms

of power, only to find himself rebuked, unloved and powerless.
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"How can she resist me!" Rahim heard him cry to a bored horse. "What would

you know horse, you stupid horse, anyhow, about love?"

Unseen by his comrades, Rahim snuck out each frigid night to sing love songs

and to whisper poems through the bars of her window. He had never seen her face, or

heard her voice, but he loved her relentlessly, desperately, and he lost his appetite for

both women and food. Gaunt, sallow and almost mute, his men in arms took him for a

homosexual or a prophet - and the general confusion led them to forget about Rahim

altogether. The lovelorn captain took pity on him, asking: "What ails you boy?"

"Nothing sir, just homesick likely."

"We will be home soon enough," the captain smiled, his teeth brown and rotten.

Rahim idly fingered his musket.

"'We are almost done here," the Captain sighed, "though I only wish God could do

some convincing of the Queen before we go," he confided.

"Perhaps god is pointing you elsewhere?" Rahim mused.

"No, I don't think so. We will be home soon, boy, cheer up."

Both home and happiness seemed so far away. How long ago was it, Rahirn

wondered, that I was still a student of history, engaged to be married, pushed by my

mother and scorned by my father? Looking out across the dusty hills, he tried to

picture his home town - scored by little blue minarets - the quiet fez, the old men

drinking black coffee and arguing out the knots of scriptural law - the lonesome call

to praybr, the women yelling after packs of brightly dressed, unruly children. He

remembered the intricate iron lace of the gate around the old British consulate, and

suddenly it seemed like it was just yesterday that he dreamed of falling in love and

living in perfect happiness, safely dozing in the sinuous bowels of the grandiose,
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terracotta rectangle. What can I dream of now that my body and soul are soiled? He

then imagined his fiancée, virginal, mysterious, obscured by scarves, patiently lying

in wait in a purple room through which floats a rosy mist - and he knew he could

never again face her. So he returned to the Queen's barred window.

"Please my love, I beg of you - just show me a bare hand if you have any mercy."

He had come to expect silence, but then suddenly, a small voice, sad beyond

imagination, spoke: "What is your name?"

Rahim's heart beat wildly and for several moments he was speechless.

"What is your name?" the Queen repeated.

He stared up hopefully at the four rusty bars, her terrestrial projection, and

said, quietly: "I am called Rahim."

"And do you intend to get me out of here, Rahim?"

"I would do anything for you."

"You understand that the Captain intends to marry me, and that if he discovers you,

he will kill you instantly?" the Queen asked, her voice even, emotionless.

"Yes, I don't care. Let him kill me a thousand times over." I'm damned anyhow, he

lamented. Several minutes passed in silence, and Rahim felt a certain part of himself

take leave of his body and travel across the desert, scouring the cold sand for rabbit

holes out of a dream.

"Bring me news and I shall reward you."

The following afternoon, intolerable boredom having felled the militiamen

into deep sleep, Rahim took offon a scrawny horse across the desert. He passed

scorched town after scorched town where the odd survivor, parched and crazed by
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sun and grief, wandered around in whatever costume he or she was appointed before

the catastrophe. Rahim, the student of history, was forever put off by the

obsequiousness of the pillaged and tortured, a deference he never felt he truly

deserved, not considering himself worthy of the purity of their pain. But, worse, these

dazed souls, who had lost everything, turned from him now as if they found his

shame beneath their contempt. By nightfall he had found nothing promising, so he

started back for the camp, kicking the groaning horse into a steady trot. Driven mad

by the day of sun, Rahim could swear he heard words in the horses toil, the slapping

of his dried lips pronouncing: "Choke, Choke, Choke," over and over again. Rahim

kicked the poor horse with all of his hopelessly savage energy.

"Good god, boy!" the Captain yelled, "What are you doing to that horse?" So

consumed was he with smothering the horse's insult that he had not noticed the

captain coming up behind him. "What are you doing out here? Look at your boots,

you animal!" Rahim's saw his heels were covered with blood. "I'm sorry sir...I was

concerned that we were being approached - so I came out to make sure."

The captain pulled at his beard.

"My boy - it will be over soon, and we can all go home."

"I sincerely hope so."

Another week passed and the captain and half the militia were called off to an

untouched town. Rahim waited until dark and then saddled up the poor old horse who

snarled pitifully at him, as if saying, 'You brutal good-for-nothing - what do you

expect to find out there?'

"I don't know - something - we will find something."

Hours passed. He aimlessly wandered the desert - ghostly lights playing tricks
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on him. He could hardly keep his eyes open, and dreaming of the Queen, he

discovered that the horse had her voice.

"What have you found me?" She asked.

"Nothing - I'm sorry my dear," he told the horse. "Where should I go?" he

said, closing his eyes.

"Go to sleep," she commanded.

"Yes, I shall.

He woke to hear voices speaking in a foreign tongue which he could not

understand. A bearded man approached, a huge crucifix hanging from his neck. He

lent a hand to Rahim, and pulled him up, bringing him close to the swinging cross,

saying something incomprehensible in English.

"Do you speaking French then?" the bearded man asked, stumbling over the

words. Yes, of course I speak French, Rahim thought, I was a student of history. The

bearded man explained that they were part of an international relief organization from

Canada, and that they had come to help the poor and starving of this war ravaged

country. What he neglected to mention was that they were missionaries, half-starved

and without the barest of supplies - deeply upset to have found most of the potential

converts dead and the rest only vaguely curious. They managed to tum one old man,

plied with the promise of riches and deliverance, on to Jesus, only to find him using

the thin pages of the King James bible to wipe himself (Leviticus, the bearded man,

searching though the trash for edibles, noted with some satisfaction) before gleefully

burning the rest.

Rahim was introduced to a woman named Alicia, who confessed, in broken

French, that she had lost her faith and that she worried that some of the men among
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her troupe had turned to sodomy and can¡ribalism. Why, Rahim asked, in the politest

way possible, did the men not avail themselves of the women? Taken aback, Alicia

answered: "The women are too thin." Rahim partook heartily of their meager

offerings and though the meat he ate that morning was rather suspicious-tasting, he

was too hungry to pay it much mind. To Rahim, looking around the circle, the dirty,

severely burnt Canadians seemed diseased, their tattered maple leaf hats swamping

their shriveled heads. After breakfast many of them tried to fashion lacrosse sticks out

of the charred remains of huts, using knotted baskets for nets. "You moron! That's a

hook, not a stick!" "It \¡/ill work bastard!" "Like hell it wi11." "Quiet down for the

love of God!" boomed the bearded man. "Now I know how the Jews felt," sighed a

burly young man to no-one in particular.

Before leaving that afternoon, Rahim gave the disheveled missionaries

directions to his camp, promising them godless heathens starving for the good word

of Jesus Christ, along with more delicious food than they could ever hope to eat. They

agreed to set out in a couple days.

That evening, returning to the forlom bars of the Queen's cell, Rahim told her

of his plan, and was rewarded with slender sheet of her note paper, which slowly

floated back and forth until Rahim lightly grasped it in his hands. Its rough, yellowish

surface was immaculate - the most beautiful piece of paper he had ever seen. Just as

he brought the paper to his nose, Rahim heard voices - the Captain...talking to the

Captain: "Listen old Chap - if you want to make the woman ours, just set a date."

"I'11 set a date then."

"Good thinking."

"Thanks."
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"No, thank you."

Rahim scurried around the corner and into the purplish darkness, but not

before quickly calling into the window: "Remember - when they come, I will come

get you, my love."

"Yes, I understand," she replied, uninterested.

The following afternoon the Captain, strangely triumphant, called a meeting.

"As you well know, my dear comrades, a certain inmate has stolen my heart and has

agreed to give me her hand this coming Saturday." The Captain's impassioned

annoìrcement was met with disinterested applause. Rahim smiled to himself. The

latest they can get here is Thursday, he reasoned, fingering the set ofkeys he had

stolen.

Thursday night passed without arrival and Friday Rahim spent in a freruy. For

so long he had been deaf, but now, he feared that every wail at night, every cry before

dawn, might be the Queen calling out for him. Saturday moming arrived without a

sign of the Canadians, and as the militiamen went about preparing the festivities,

Rahim began to panic. The captain ordered that each man choose an escort from

among the inmates. The women's clothes, soiled and unchanged, were deemed

unsuitable, so they wore the men's dark army issue suits and the men wore white

tablecloths with ropes looped around their waists. By this time there were fewer

women to go around, and so tablecloth clad men were forced to pair up, arguing

loudly about who should wear the lilac corsage. As the women came out, dressed in

boots, khakis and blazers, the men felt fear. For the first time, forced to look into the

eyes of their prisoners, the men saw how beautiful and strong the women were, and
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were silently reminded of the f,rery depths, and the devils more merciless than they

below who patiently waited for their descent. Rahim counted the minutes until the

Captain was to fetch the Queen, then, moments before the proceedings were to begin,

little figures were spotted on the horizon.

As the the rag-tag gang of missionaries approached, singing together the songs

of their lord, the militiamen took up their arms, and fired into the sky.

"'W'oe - we have brought the word of Jesus!" called the bearded man.

"Round them up!" yelled the Captain.

At this moment, Rahim ran to the bars, and slipped the keys through, hearing

them clink on the ground. "Quick! Quick! Unlock yourself and meet me at the shed!"

Retuming to the Broup, Rahim screamed: "They are kidnapping the Queen!", at

which point Rahim, wild with joy, ran to the shed, surprised to find the door open,

and the horse gone, and in the empty stall a note, which read: "You are forgiven." He

doubted that, but, strangely at peace, he realized it was a start.

Two Canadians, estranged from the group, arrived much too late, and found

their co-missionaries slaughtered and sainted, and the potential Christians fled,

flowing tablecloths chasing the imaginary kidnappers into the sunset.

At least we can go home now, Steve thought. "Good lord! Dave - say

something!"

"You are telling me!" Dave sighed, thinking more immediately of his hunger.

They wandered around the camp, coming across the sad figure of a young man

hanging by a thick rope, the knots complicatedly bunched below his chin. His face,

Dave thought, looked resigned. A crumpled piece of paper was stuffed in his mouth.

Perhaps he had seen the lord, Steve reasoned. Then it was not all for naught.
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"should we take a look atit?" Dave said, as if reading Steve's mind.

"No - may as well leave it - I doubt we will be able to understand it anyhow."

Before they knew it, the men were surrounded by an army of women,

questioning them in a sorrowful tongue they could not begin to fathom. Bewildered

and afraid, they said, almost_together, as if it were an explanation as good as any:

"'We are Canadians."

And above this strange scene, Rahim opened his eyes, and thought, my love,

my love, you have come back for me, and then a phantom wind brushed over his

face, and closed his eyes for the last time.
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Satya and Henny B.

The house at Mulvey and Arbuthnot stood in the middle of 1500 acres of

farmland and marsh. A vengeful drunk shot it up, took out all the windows, and

brought down his wife, before turning the rifle on himself. His will insisted that he be

buried on the spot. After several weeks spent looking asleep ("She's pretendin'- look

there how she smile!") his wife took as a husband, just hours after secretly

descending the hospice steps into the small town dust that aided her escape, the man

who wrapped his chest around her back, refusing to leave her, with whom she shared

secondhand four bullets he felt first. Her shield stayed in the house, snuck down to

the cellar when the police carne, then hid in the woods, healing his wounds with wild

marigold, knowing that if she woke she'd find him. She found him and lightly kissed

the white scar above his right eye. After they stripped they made the red holes match,

making the first of ten children, who made dozens, who made dozens more.

A hundred years on, in the park where the forest stood four pre-teens play

'privates-tag'. Daryl touches satya who touches Malik who touches satya who

touches Daryl who touches Henny B. who touches Daryl who touches Malik who

raises his eyebrows, and giggles hysterically. Twenty years later, Daryl, newly a

divorcee, picks up Malik in a shiny, bright red convertible, his hair spiked and

highlighted, wearing skin-tight light blue jeans, faded at the thighs. Malik grabs

Daryl's crotch, crying, "You're it!" "I'm still not gay, release the bets!" Daryl cackles,

swatting Malik on the rear.
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On their drive through the old neighborhood they pass by March Willing and

Satya, who still lives in the same house she grew up in, at the comer of Mulvey and

Arbuthnot. A quarter century before this day, Satya was six. She loves being six, but

can't wait to be seven and possibly married the following year, if she is not too old.

She digs a deep hole to China in the back yard with her cousin Henny B, who has a

big, white scar above her right eye. The cousins are surrounded by a flaming sea of

marigold. They almost get to China, but hit a bone first. They ag:ee that the bone

must be broken in two and that half a bone belongs to either cousin. When they break

the bone a fine dust spills from the hollowing insides and the cousins hear a low, clear

sigh, a relieved moan. They make a second agreement never to tell anyone. Henny B.

gets the crazy glue and they do their best to put the bone back together, sprinkling the

dust on top before pressing dirt over it. Satya cries and Henny B dries her tears,

saying, "Don't be scared, I will take care of you, don't be scared, I'm here, I'm here."

That spring Satya's beloved hamster, Jake, dies, but not before conducting a

wild dance across the living room floor. When Satya thinks that the life is gone from

him She lets out a shrill, mournful wail and Jake does a final encore, wiggling on his

back toward the landing, his face blank and concentrated, rolling down three stairs,

and then gyrating, swinging his hips from side to side against the metal frame of the

screen door for several bewildering moments, before letting out a last, plaintive

squeak. Satya is inconsolable, refusing to leave her room, so Herury B. is brought in,

and she crawls underneath the red comforter Satya has pledged never to remove.

"Satya, don't cry. Listen - Jake is sleeping, just sleeping. He is so tired. Are you tired?

Maybe you need to sleep? Don't be scared, I'm here." Herury B. then takes out a
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candy cigarette from her pocket, puckers her lips, and pulls on the little stick

dramatically, purring: "Am I not lovely Satya dear, positively lovely, so beautiful, so

lovely? Tell me that I am not darling, just try to tell me!" Before he is buried, Jake's

body lies in state on the workbench in the garage. Predictably, he is placed in a shoe

box, softened with toilet paper. Shopping for a wedding day several years on, Satya

silently wonders how many pump and stiletto boxes are doomed to become coff,rns

for small animals. Carefully entering the charnel-garage, Satya visits Jake, and

silently ponders the mockingly ambivalent look on his little face. That evening, when

she closes her eyes, Jake appears, wearing a tweed suit and smoking a tiny pipe. He

winks at her, shrugs, and she opens her eyes. A couple of days later, Satya's father is

alarmed to see the ground disturbed, and Jake's shoe box coffin missing. It is only

several months later, dusting underneath Satya's bed, that her mother discovers Jake,

dried out, wrapped in a plaid cloth, a candy cigarette in his mouth, his expression as

impassive as ever.

One Saturday after Satya turns ten and Herury B. eleven, they wrap cake in

napkins and walk hand in hand to the river. Henny B. lays on the silty bank, and

reaches out to pluck a wild marigold. She puts the flower stem in her mouth, and

twirls it by moving her lips from side to side. Then she puts the flower on her tongue

and opening and closing her mouth says, "mmmahhh, mmmahhh," before dissolving

into a fit of laughter. "Do you want to get married Henny?" Satya asks, sitting at her

feet, tossing little stones into the water. "To you? No Satya! You're much too young

for me!" "No! Not you!" Satya laughs. "You don't want to marry me?" Henny B.

whispers, her eyes batting dejectedly, pretending to be stung. "No, no - no - I will
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marry yoü," Satya giggles, "but who will marry us?" "Find a stone with a face in it,"

Henny B. commands. Satya searches the tiny beach, until she comes up with a large

black rock with two yellow dots and a white streak. "These are his eyes, see?" Satya

explains. "Now what?" "Well," Henny B. begins, mimicking an old man's voice, "Do

you, Satya, take Henny B. to be your lawful wedded wife?" "I do - do you?" "No - in

the voice." Satya straightens an invisible collar: "DO YOU?" "I do." "And so,"

Henny B. announces, laughing wildly, hair falling in front of her eyes, "you may now

kiss the bride, bride."

"Don't marry him! Do not marry him, please, please, please Satya, do not

marry him! Don't get started on the wrong thing!" Henny B. had implored. Before

Satya takes her vow, she looks back at Henny 8., who smiles, groans, shrugs, and and

raises her right eyebrow, the one with a white scar over it. She mouths: "I'm here,

Satya, I'm here."

On their wedding night, Satya is shocked to discover another bed in their

honelirnoon suite, on which sleeps an estranged aunt and uncle. "Are you serious?"

she asks, pronouncing each word carefully, thinking it is a joke.

"Come on - it's just for tonight - tomorrow we have the room all to ourselves."

The Aunt snorts loudly, and yells in her sleep: "Get offme Jack! For chrissake, it's

Sunday boy!" Her snoring ex responds, "No, it's Sunday Susan, SLINDAY."

Satya's wedding reception is spoiled by the late, drunken arrival of Henny 8.,

who, impossibly, is found, the following morning, to have died, her body tangled in a

broken car, seven hours before she could have burst through the double doors ofthe
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community centre. While at the wedding reception, the ghost of Henny B. grinds

against the gtoom, tells the best man, laughing hysterically: "You ass! You gave

away this cheapskate to a perfectly good divorcee to be!" and then tears off her

blouse and wraps it around the neck of the bust of the doomed family patriarch,

whose femur she split with Satya 17 years previous. Before Henny B. stumbles out

into the hot July night, she holds Satya in her arms for a moment, and whispers into

her ear: "Don't wofry Satya, I'm here, ok? I'm here. Besides, we are married,

remember?"'When Satya's first child is born, named Henry B. over Daryl's

objections, she is relieved to see a broad white scar above his right eye. Henry B.

quickly became a strong, wild boy. At 16 he left for the corner store in April and

came back in September. Eventually, after Pallas Yeracruz, a rifle in his hand,

pointed toward the door, he left for good and didn't come back.

After Daryl, Satya married March Willing, then Gerry Dubin, then drunken,

mean Pallas Veracruz. March disappeared after ayeaÍ, but left her with a beautiful

daughter, who went off to Europe, sent cards on the major holidays, and came back

every second or third year. Gerry was a kind, considerate man, but dyrng, and then

dead after a decade. She kept a soft spot for him, keeping the obscure pine cones and

sea shells the quiet little man gave her in a secret box, hidden in the basement. Pallas

stuck with her, wouldn't let her out of his sight and told her what he would do if she

left. So in middle age she began to sleepwalk, to have a little time to herself.

One morning Satya woke up, lying in the fort of a playground, a squall of sea-

gulls passing noisily over her. She crawled down expertly, and walked across the
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park. It occurred to her to keep walking, but at some point she turned back to take a

last look at the house at the corner of Mulvey and Arbuthnot, and she imagined Pallas

sleeping, clutching drunkenly onto the bundle of sheets he takes to be her body.

Though she didn't know it, half an hour later she reached and passed the edge of the

original 1500 acres. A young woman bending over and potting Marigolds, a white

scar above her right eye, turned as she passed and smiled at her. Instinctual tears

welled up in Satya's eyes, and she felt a series of lonesome stings - so she didn't turn

from the young woman, but kept her eyes on her and on the red and orange

marigolds. And then she pictured Henny B. It is Henny B. potting marigolds, in a

field of marigolds, marigolds in her hair, who says, wrapping herself around her:

"Don't be scared, I will take care of you, don't cry Satya, please don't cry. I'm here

Satya, Don't be scared, I'm here, I'm here."
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The Accordion

Danielle lies on her back in the sun. She is not going home tonight, or perhaps, ever,

but she is a little scared, and the grass she must sleep on tickles her.

Laurent scratches his neck, closes the book and sighs, knowing that he will not

understand a thing unless his heart is taken.

James, taking a shower, decides that he cannot stay silent any longer. And he knows

who he wants more than life itself.

Julian thinks, what sort of life is this? Why can't she see? Or am I too stricken with

romantic delirium to notice?

Natalia sighs and sadly packs her bags, discovering a book on her bed. She takes it to

the deck, flips past the inscription, and reads at random: "'That awkward and ill-

fitting complications have their own consequent realities', she writes with a sure hand,

the seagulls manically squawking, 'is likely why we are so well, and joyously liable to

be misguided."'Th¡ee days left to go, but a dinner tonight. She walks out to the fire

escape and puts a note in a pair of silken underwear. The note reads: "If you don't get

on with it, mon cheri, je vais voler tout vos boys, darling!" She reenters the house,

tries on several outfits that she can't bring herself to throw out, and eventually tosses

all of the clothes squeezed into the closet into a garbage bag. All that is left is a black

case with a brass clasp, and a fishing rod, which she puts in the living room. She dusts
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off the accordion.

l. Laurent's Underwear

Two green laundry lines, with a rusted wheel at either side, connect Natalia's

back porch with Laurent's. She has seen acrobatic squirrels tiptoe lithely back and

forth, and even a burly raccoon, drunkenly celebrating his long-passed youth, make it

a third of way, before thinking better of it. Aside from a thwarted lover who once

threatened to high rope, no one has ever attempted to make it across, though Natalia

never tires of putting sultry notes in Laurent's underwear. Of course, Laurent has a

dryer, but he prefers to see his things sway lightly in the wind, and was delighted to

find, one afternoon, avagrant sock, tumed inside out (his initials reading A.M.L),

flown several blocks from the line into the lowest boughs of a Magnolia (first to

bloom and first to drop), still smelling as fresh as the unseemly marriage of feet and

detergent can hope to. From time to time the benefìciaries of small-time thieves

(usually the rough-and-tumble teenage sons of industrious Mediterranean mothers)

unwittingly bear his initials upon their first seductions, the sundown of their

innocence, and Laurent likes to think that his taste in undergarments acts as a subtle

aphrodisiac to ease the passage of human time, the sort of assurance that Laurent

undoubtedly embodies for the middle-aged who live around the crooked mouth of the

back block. Most mornings, sitting in a half-collapsed deck chair, Natalia watches

Laurent dramatically perform his exercises. Ten minutes into his elaborate stretches

the exodus from front porch to fire-escape is well underway, husbands and wives

jostling for the best view, allowing the strange, magnificently well-cut minor-
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academic to dispel their fear of death and decay, a beacon of hope among the rotting

beams of wood, the corroded aluminum and the rusting steel that enchant children

and horrify their parents.

2. T\e Streets and the Park

Laurent lives on St. Urbain and Natalia on L'Esplande. The former is a long

line that runs from the escape route of the 401 to the entry port of the St. Laurent.

Along its dusty stretch can be heard a hundred languages - a slanted, supine tower of

Babel, and for several hundred years the ramshackle line along which ne\,vcomers

move up by monetary increment, before shuttling off to distant suburbs, Toronto, or

back home. L'Esplanade, for the three blocks that run along Park Jearure Mance, is on

the other hand the concentrated ambition, built in human scale, of Montreal's vagrant

east that strings out endlessly from the gentle foot of Mt. Royal. But, in a twist of fate

sweet to the poor, cheap or otherwise savvy, a quarter century of prospecting, a half-

century of stagnation and a further 30 years of decline left boarding houses between

once-grand manors, and opulent apartments next to derelict and squatted walk-ups,

their owners unknown and fled. The ornate mansions, housing the ghosts of past

prosperity are brightly repainted and economically remodeled by the nouveau riche,

who dust the crenellated grey stone mercilessly shat upon by any manner of flying

invader, and who obstinately preen elaborate gardens against the intrusion of packs of

adolescent burglars on their way to primary school, their hands stained by sweet

berries, first given flowers tucked behind their still protruding ears. On one corner,

Natalia's favorite, aterracotta mini-mansion known locally as "Le Salle De Bain",
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obediently pissed on by drunks loosed from the fleshy bars of St. Laurent, who are

unable to quite make it to trees equally abused. On another corner an army base,

victim to the endless sexual revolution (begun in the 60's with little sign of ending) on

the tattered grass before it, sending newly recruited country boys AWOL after bare

legs and arms that brownly pass by in the circus procession of summer skin through

the cathedral of silverine maples.

And when it gets dark, yellowish Montreal dark, blackened save for the

humidly particulate blear of violet floodlight over the turf field, Natalia picks from

the sounds of summer night a murder at one end of the park and a series of

conceptions at the other in rebuttal, and she listens to the innumerable baptisms of

drink, sex, food and sport in between. She likes to think of the park as a sort of

protean rectangle of hormones and human form wherein the abstinent, the romantic

and the rapists, the truly aged, the inarguably agrng and precariously young, the

foreign, the extradited and the common, Portuguese men and their wives in watching,

teenaged runaways and ancient vagrants, displaced Peles dealing crack and the

broken legged swirling in their wheelchairs, the flagrantly mad and the compulsively

mute, all dazedly fed by the same relentless sun by day - Natalia likes to think that

they are strung together by the invisible strings and levers at night, that a first kiss

here pulls a goodbye there.

3. A Stegosaurus

One intolerably hot evening, Natalia wakes to see a plastic Stegosaurus, his

little eyes just black dots, in front of her nose. His tail, she notices, is attached to a
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waxy string. She puts the string (dental floss, mint) between her thumb and index

finger and travels along the line to the window, and then steps out on to the deck

wearing only the barest attire allowed by these tropical nights. "Natalia!" someone

calls. "Who is there?" she speaks into the blind darkness. She sees something pink

fluttering below and turns to get her glasses from the bedside table and hears a

scream, someone yelling, "Help! Get him away from me!", and then she trips, her

head careening into the rail. When she wakes a minute or two later, dazed and bleary

eyed, she is cradled in a pair of familiar arrns, a searing pain in her head.

4. The Last Dinner & Accordion

Much earlier that evening, Natalia, Laurent, James and Julian sit cross-legged

around four small cardboard boxes pushed together, and draped with a bed sheet.

They are full of food, pleasantly drunk, but a little saddened by Natalia's fast-

approaching departure. "Natalia, my love, play the accordion," James softly suggests.

Fingering the object in his pocket, Julian smiles sadly. "Come on Natalia, play a sad

old Jewish song for the Hebrews and Fleur de Lys in attendance, for every boy and

girl who has longed for you, but didn't get you." Natalia winks at Julian, who winks

back.

Shooting a look across at James, tryrng to catch his eye, Laurent whistles a couple of

bars, and begins to clap a rhythm.

"I'm too drunk to clap," James says, snapping his fingers.

"Come on, Ms. Berlin, make it all come together."

Natalia undoes the clasp, and in couple minutes all four are in tears. She whispers,
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lifting her eyes and extending the instrument: "This one is for you."

5. The Ritual of Subtraction

Julian first saw Natalia at a coffee shop_, and with a confidence unusual for

him, sat next to her. "I don't expect you to be impressed by my wit, literacy, kindness

or my dashing good looks. But you are beautiful enough for me not to care. If you tell

me your name, I promise to go away." Thus began The Ritual of Subtraction. James

kissed her friends, her co-volunteers, even a visiting cousin with the taste of vomit on

her breath. Natalia gave her tongue to half the bleary eyed employees of Julian's

magazine store, to his gay painting mentor, and, disastrously, to an old friend of

Julian's with a terrible case of strep throat. All that remained between them was

Laurent and his typing assistant, James.

6. The Next Couple Days

In the morning Natalia discovers that it was not a dream that she had hit her

head, and had been cared for by a valiant young man, who now sleeps soundly next to

her. She is delighted to know that finally, at last, it is him. She turns over the sleeping

form and is alarmed to see James's melancholic face, his eyes closed. She rubs her

eyes frantically, but it is still James beside her, softly snoring.

ttJamestt

ttHmm?"
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"James!"

'Yes - oh my god! Natalia? I'm so hung over, it's you, Christ."

"You are just as much a surprise, I assure you."

Natalia looks at the clock, surprised to f,rnd that it is almost noon, and then proceeds

to the back deck. She is shocked to see Laurent sitting next to a teenaged girl with

ripped jeans. Maybe a niece? Laurent snarls at Natalia and she snarls back, laughing,

and tums around to face James, who weakly nods to Laurent. Laurent turns away,

making a show of clasping the girl's knee. Strange, Natalia thinks, very strange.

James, mortified, swallows a sob and dives into Natalia's bed. She is unable to move

him for several days.

Just moments later, responding to a hopeful knock, Natalia flings the door open to

face Julian.

"Oh, hi - Natalia, how are you?"

"I'm ok"

"Good"

Several awkward moments pass in silence.

"I need to get a book I forgot on your deck."

"Oh no - just wait a second, the thing practically killed me last night."

"why?" he calls, running after her, laughing. "someone tried to kill me too." when

he gets to her room, and looks at the sheets deranged on the bed and spots James, red

and flushed, he says: "Oh my god, Natalia - James, I didn't know."

t'Itm sorry."

"Someone should have told me," Julian says, walking toward the fire escape.

"Someone should have told me! I'm so stupid!" Descending the spiral stairs he looks
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across to see Laurent sitting next to a teenaged girl, whom he recognizes instantly.

"Laurent? - Wait a second - I can't take this!"

The following afiernoon, still shunned by Laurent, Natalia sends a note across,

clipped to the chest of an undershirt, which reads: "If you have a heart, you know that

he loves you." Hearing a rattling that evening, Natalia goes to the line and plucks

from a clothes pin a note which reads: "You can't have them all Berlin, mon cheri."

7 A Series of Revelations

"You know," James says, "I had even brought you a note, in a little pink envelope."

"Really? You know, you didn't need to tell me a thing; you should have just come to

meet me. I waited for you."

"I was there! I tried: way too drunk, she fell over, I lost the pink envelope."

"What happened to you the other night?"

"You don't want to know. I came back, for various reasons - to get my book, refum

something, more or less - and then someone chased me off."

"Ok. It is none of my business - but who is that girl?"

"She cried for help. Some maniac was walking around with a fishing rod. I ran after

him, then took her home. I called her mother, she lives in Sageunay - she's coming to

get her tomorrow night."

"Well, that's good then - everyone in the world is in that park."
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"Sageunay, hey, good fishing up there then?" Julian smiles.

8 A Second Last Dinner

"Has anyone seen my fishing rod?"

"Have you ever used it?"

"What do you mean, Mr. Abramson?"

"To catch anything you actually want?"

"I already have everything I want."

"Is that so?"

The night ends early, and Natalia and Julian smile when Laurent and James leave

together, hand in hand.

"Well, Herr Berlin, once again, for the first time, it is just us."

"Sgems so"

They stare at each other in silence.

"Can you write?" Natalia asks.

"Like cupid."

"Do so then, unless you have something to say now."

"I do. I've given up, Natalia. I'm happy that you didn't sleep with James, otherwise

we'd only have Laurent between us, and I fear I can't begin to compete with him."

"No reason to give up. No competition."

"rvell then, if I've won, come back some day and accost me at a coffee shop, ok?"

"I will, I promise, but I might be too witty and well read for you to notice."

"And beautiful. I doubt it. Try me, I'm an owl, I'll see you first."
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9 Danielle Finishes the Signature

Several weeks later, forgiven, back in high school in Sageunay, the pink

envelope that Danielle found begins to burn a hole in her pocket. So, printing as

legibly as she can, she finishes the signature, and puts it in a new envelope on which

she draws, giggling wildly, purple fish. She gets the address in Vancouver from

James, who says, laughing: "You little vagabond! Thank you for leaving me

Laurent." A week later, Natalia reads: "I can't help it. I know what I am. I love you,

endlessly. J.ulian"

10 A Surprise

Julian, waking, feels the waûn sheets move in his aÍTns.

"Surprise, Abramson, surprise, deep sleeper. "

"You have made my life Natalia, but I've only been pretending to be asleep, I saw

you wake up to catch your flight"

"Dreamer, I walked. I'm only back for a couple of days. Beautiful boy, pretend to be

awake."

They climb up the fire escape on to the roof, take off their clothes, and lie

down on the warTn stones. A single beam swaying back and forth from the top of a

skyscraper grazes over the odd visible star. Light aches up from the consecutive edges

of the dark blocks. Julian kisses her and she smiles and kisses him back.
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"I had to come back and get my fishing rod, you thief."

"Can you play the accordion on your back?"

11 The Seal ofLove

Natalia is at one end of the country, bored, looking out on to water, and Julian

is at the other, staring idly at a lake. They are facing away from one another, their

bare feet in the sand. Just missed romance, Julian laments, is worse than any

superficial wound. There is no cure. But in saying this he feels her in his arms, and

smells her hair. Feeling his arms around her, his voice in her ear, Natalia thinks, what

exactly am I doing here? I never expected to find the ocean so empty. Natalia and

Julian, several thousand miles apart,lunge toward one another, grasping at the air, as

ifjust over the horizon, just past where you can see, the other waits for the falling

clasp to seal their love, and to finally close the accordion. But, feeling the clasp spin

wildly on its screw, they step back at the last moment, and their footsteps in the sand,

swallowed by waves and erased by wind, resound with a beautiful and mournful

song.
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Everything

An illustrated book for chiidren Julian read as a disheveled fallen-academic,

precariously stumbling through his early thirties, allowing him to reinvest his youth,

childhood and infancy with holistic wonder, suggested that, when life seems to be

unraveling, all you need to do is bunch up a sweater, put it in the middle of a room,

and understand that everything, all earthy consequence, absolutely everything is in it.

Then again, Julian thought, if you put a sweater on a dark pathway, late night

walkers will avoid the bundle with horror, presuming it a dead animal or evidence of

some crime. This meant, Julian decided, that everything, everything bad is subsumed

beneath the folds of a partly alien bundle, a dark form we can't remember leaving

there, but partly recognize,left on a path we pass. There is also, he reasons, a

halfivay, when we mistake a bundle as the former familiar everything. Like when,

Julian recalls, I put on a pair of pants beside her bed, and I went to buy breakfast only

to discover that I had a different name: Alvear Munoz, 1456 St. Zotique Ave,

Montreal, QC. Who leaves their pants and wallet, Julian wondered, did he slip

through the window as I entered, what did he wear out of the house - a pair of my

pants, a skirt, nothing?

Tuming over the wallet in his hands, searching though the pockets, Julian

noted with some satisfaction the distinct ring of the perennial teenage condom,

adhered through the years to the leather. "He is a virgin! Sacre-Christ!" Julian yelled,

raising the eyes of one or two fellow bus riders, forever blasé, having heard
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everything between home and work. So, declaring the relationship over and having

nothing else better to do, Julian spent the rest of the week as young Mr. Munoz, l7

years ofage (she is a cradle robber, a total cradle robber!), a high school student, a

member of Blockbuster Video and a parishioner of Iglasias Sacre Marie. Finally,

finally, I'm a Catholic!

At the end of the week came a surprising phone call.

"Did you take a pair of pants from my room with my cousin's wallet in it?"

Her cousin, disgusting, Julian thought, but I'm strangely enchanted.

'1.{o, why?"

"He changed here on his way to soccer last week, so when he came back Thursday to

pick up his pants I gave him your pants by accident."

"You gave him my pants? Christ. Did he leave you some soiled shorts for me?"

"Listen Julian. I don't know what's up with you, but if you want your pants and

wallet, come by this afternoon, ok?"

It was difficult, Julian remembers, to stop being young Munoz. And he knew

that the moment he stepped back into his own pants, everything he'd wished for at 17,

fashionably punkish irreverence, sexual conquest, resolute bisexuality to heterosexual

benefit - all the irreplaceable sweat, pong and silly hope of misguided youth would be

rottenly aged. Breast would droop, testicles descend, sinewy arms wilt, pretensions

sour into professions, last allowances into welfare checks. But when he and tall
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Munoz, gently towering over him, Julian's trousers clown shorts on his long legs,

turned away shyly at the same time to undo their pants, he felt himself hunger for

those silly pleats, the braised cuffs, the little address book he'd kept since grade

school, with outdated numbers of ringette girls cum stock brokers whose preemptive

ghosts of breasts he'd eagerly groped all the while fearing they would discover he'd

come frighteningly late to puberty, and the photo ID of him with googly eyes which

he'd consented to wear only because Natalia called him 'un-fun'. "Listen Natalia,"

he'd said, "you are lucky to have been bitten by Salome but when people look at me

they see the evil usurer from Cocteau's Beauty and the Beast - 'where's your horns,

Jerusalem?""'I see the Semitic beast, however shrunken in his leotards, standing

gallantly before me," Natalia said, letting out a little scream and then fainting

dramatically.

Pleased to be back in his pants, feeling the static electricity build and the

discomfort of appearing employable haunt and pacify him, Julian came across a park,

stripped his wool sweater and arranged it in the sunlight into the shape of a raccoon.

True, he remembers, I came back for it later, but the thing is, it was dark by then.
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A Dusty Piece of Skrn

Only a third of the way into the filming, the cast and crew of Gay Terror are

thrown into disarray by the sudden departure of their waspish star. Pale,

uncircumcised Josh Botton, driven to revelation by the dust and noise of the holy

land, feels God's perfect breath softly blow the age-old commands of marital

devotion and evangelical Christianity into his left ear, and he heads back to Red Deer,

Alberta the next day.

"Where in the hell are we going to find a guy with foreskin here?" director

Muhammed Hashim moans, tossing a stone at a pack of rented donkeys, who do not

bother to scatter. "All we have are settlers and insurgents for gods sake!" Their

cheaply rented American soldiers, naturals in the inaugural group scenes, lured back

to the rowdy bathhouses of Baghdad, and Pincus Weatherbottom, instrumental in

securing the first of their British Council grants, now contracting in Afghanistan,

Muhammed is inconsolable. His common-law husband, haughty co-star Dave

Kaufberg (with whom, in a terrible, rat-infested basernent apartment in London's

Earls Court, Muhammed dreamt up the queer entwining of the three contentious

monotheisms) now cold and abstracted, spoiled by the attention of the half dozen

well-cut insurgents, Muhammad considers throwing in his director's cap and heading

back to the dreary, rain-battered Isles. He is tempted to yell: "Oi oi oi! Isn't one good

enough for you Dave!" But, instead, immediately regretting his clingy need for

reaffirmation, in the tent later that evening Muhammed asks Dave if he still loves

him. "What do you want me to say? Does it look like it, Med?"

"No, not really"
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"Well, there you go."

Well, there you go. I'm off now boyo, this is the last you see of me, ltv''You think

you were my first love, but you're wrongl and so on. Bye, bye- But Muhammed is still

there in the morning, the efforts of his doomed affections doubled.

..ok Med, I'm just going to need little space, alright? can you do that? can you?"

After solemnly apologizing to the unresponsive donkeys for yesterdays

outburst, Muhammed considers his options, and tries to devise away of catching

someone resembling a WASP, anear impossibility in the Holy Land, not for lack of

suitable impostors, but rather because the oldest males still bearing foreskin have only

very rarely rounded out their first week of life uncut, and those that remain, mostly

bulky German tourists, however willing to help, are not, unclothed, particularly

conducive to their target market. After several strong coffees, temporarily undaunted

by the perils stacked before him, Muhammed fills a bacþack with his finest, flashiest

garments. "Where are you going?" a sleepy Dave asks, his hands soaking in olive oil,

his face covered with green rejuvenating mud. "Do you care?" "Not in the least, enjoy

yourself." "I will, I certainly will," Muhammed responds through his teeth, tears in

his eyes. I knew you when you were much, much nicer, Muhammed thinks, when you

were just a pretty face, the prettiest face I have ever seen, and I fell in love

almost..."Ok, I'm offthen luv, bye, bye."

"Ok, bye," Dave grunts, tuming away from him.

"You know," Muhammed whispers, unzipping the tent door, "without love you will

become just a dusty piece of skin."

"What's that? I'm tryrng to sleep Med, leave me be."

Muhammed steps outside and is robed by a whirl of dust, but even as he
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makes to move from the tent, he knows he still has the zipper's metal slider between

his fingers.
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Lay Your Sleeping Head MY Love

I

Soon Park was sent his second cousin Kim a dozenyears ago, when she was

six, at eye level with the oak countertops, and not much good for lifting or mixing.

What she could do, and expertly, perched on four milk crates, using a deft little index,

is plunge the lotus seeds into the sticky middle of the raw sweet buns. Park laughed at

her. "Already a billion people in Korea? I don't get it. Tell better jokes, Soon." As her

fingers g.ow, so did her talents, and, within time, feeling himself crude and obsolete

by comparison, Park stuck to fastidious cleaning and heavy labour (each year adding

another crate to his lifting, another sack of flour into his strong arïns, and cutting his

speed by increment). There was also the paying of bills, which he ran by Kim first.

From Monday to Friday Kim attended a red-brick primary school several blocks

away, most of the children there the cherished sons and daughters of champagne

lesbians, ousted city councilors, labor studies professors and failing writers living off

of life-tong Canada Council grants. A precocious student, Kim knew more English

and Math than Park within a month. By the second month of Kim's stay Park changed

the hours of the bakery to accommodate the free tutelage given by his bright-eyed

second cousin. Closing shop, daringly on weekends and after three on weekdays, Park

could walk Kim from school to the bakery at Bloor and Clinton, take her upstairs to

the squalid kitchen in the tiny apartment, make her juice and heat up a sweet bun,

and, mustering his meager powers of English, encourage her to talk. "Repeat after

me," the by now seven year old girl commanded, seated royally on the table top, the

sweet bun the size of her head, her chin thrust into the air: "My name is Soon Park,
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North Korean, 25 years old, and I am abaker."

Seven years previous, a structural engineering student, son of a Russian

historian, engaged to be married, secret Baptist and reluctant Marxist, Park did the

unthinkable, and disappeared from his weekend army post near the border with a

young recruit who gave him a Russian edition of Auden's Selected Poems. Promising

him Paris, the recruit annulled Park's marnage vows with a less formal poetry, then

left him the following month for a touringtrapeze artist in Incheon. A couple weeks

later, penniless, begging on the streets of Busan, fabricating the Empire State

Building out of Coke cans to sell to American sailors, Park insinuated himself with a

crew of Russian fishermen, who, updating Park on the Soviet demise ("If only I could

tell this to my father, poor man!"), took from him his wavering Marxism and equally

unsure Christianity. From Kamchatka, he made it to Alaska as deckhand aboard a

rickety wooden ship of vodka-soaked Finns, some of whom, though the evidence (2

plump Norwegians) was missing, were later reported to have been cannibals. Stunned

and homesick in a forsaken seeming Anchorage, by thumb and favor Park made it to

Vancouver the following spring. Working as a bellhop in a suburban hotel operated

by Koreans, Park managed to make tenuous contact with certain members of his

family, all of whom had publicly denounced him. Then, across the country (stowed

away on top of a bed of bulgur wheat in an open air freight car), and five years on, a

curt note ("Your Niece-Cousin is coming") and several weeks later an arrival: a short,

talkative, bright girl, with whom Park felt an instant bond, an emotion stronger than

any he had ever felt. Excluded from a largely South Korean community who

considered them uncultivated, lazy and idealistic, Park and Kim were as adoring a

duo of unlikely pariahs imaginable, and they took their ostracism in stride. All the
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same, the new residents of the neighborhood, Tegans and Stephens, happily

repossessing the industrious subdivisions of Marias and Juans, replacing wood-

paneling and yellowish linoleum with hardwood and polished concrete, tuned

themselves to the next culinary extravaganzawith feverish relish; sweet buns among

the baked stamps of neighborhood membership. Along with the sweet buns, selling in

the dozens, yuppie lust turned its eye on muscled, unwaveringly gracious Soon Park,

and on pretty, intelligent Kim Park, assumed by some to be more than his partner and

niece. And, one afternoon another letter, the first in a dozen years arrives: "Marry

Kim, we are coming soon."

"You don't need to tell me, I read it too," Kim groans, stripping off her jeans

and putting on a short, frilly pink skirt. "Does this work?" The following week, the

second arrival, an aged, stooped Aunt, known as Spider-Kim, for her ability to put her

hands into the affairs of others, and for the thick black hair that curls out in tufts from

her wrinkled face. "Are you really related to that disgusting woman? She smells dead.

Beg her not to come again, Park," Kim implores after her first visit. Spider-Kim

arrives every week, then every day, then twice a day, hustling Park for a free dozen or

two of sweet buns, berating Kim mercilessly. "You look like a cheap prostitute, Kim

Park, if only your mother could see you," "My mother has several other children to

dress in uniform." "Soon, she is hardly worthy as a wife, but you must marry her,

even if you are only a pauper, the son of an intellectual who bakes buns." Kim finally

out of school, taking ayeat off before university, Park rearranges the hours, opening

only at night in an attempt to avert his Aunt's visits, but Spider Kim, her ingenuity

amazing, a cigarette perpetually buming between her mustached lips, sleeps until the

afternoon so that she can come in after dusk, her hairy face pressed against the
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display cases, touching all the buns ("This one is rotten, Park, not fit to sell") clearing

out the new clientele ("You can really tell the difference between Koreans and

KoreanKoreans - do you still have appetite for Pho, Kevin?"). Piling buns into the

huge purse that dwarfs her, Spider-Kim makes her threats. "Soon, even though you

have made nothing of yourself, you must marry that cheap-tart of a Cousin-Niece if

you have any hope of allowing your family whom you have disgraced to come to this

terrible country. Ah! Your poor parents and your fiancée you turned into a whore,

each of her babies with a different, missing father." Closing the shop for a week, Park

gives a letter addressed to Kim's mother to Spider-Kim, knowing that the authorities

would destroy any word sent from him. "Did you at least put money in here for the

family you have abandoned? Or for your Aunt who labors for you?" Park and Kim,

relishing their week off, escape to Montreal where they stay in a bed and breakfast a

couple of blocks off of St. Laurent. The heat relentless, the room a sauna, they lie

naked on the queen size bed. "You know we can't, right?" Kim asks. "I love you Park,

but you know." While they are away; Spider-Kim's curiosity and passion for

meddling overtakes her, and she rips open the letter, pocketing the American bills,

and reads the little note: "You, if anyone, should know why I can't marry Kim."

After six months of Spider-Kim's constant visits, resulting in the gradual

lessening of his business, Park strikes a deal. "I never come back here, and you get

married. You have my word," Spider-Kim cackles, two plumes of smoke escaping

from her furry nostrils. "But I also need money for rent, and even though you live in

il
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embarrassing poverty, embarrassing to yourself and your embarrassed family, you

owe me at least that, and two dozen please." The marriage now official, but

sufficiently coÍìmon law to permit easy annulment, Park and Kim are suddenly

distressed to be sharing the same bed, and Park buys a cot which he unfolds in the

narow galley kitchen every evening. On his back he is amazed at how much easier

the tasks of life are. He reaches over to boil the water for tea, fries eggs, tums on the

radio on the small table beside him, atop of which, so many years ago, Kim taught

him English. When he closes his eyes and the traffic dies down he can hear the trains

cut through the city just north of Dupont, their horns a beckoning warning. For her

part, Kim begins to take lovers home, and though, at first Park is relieved, Kim's cries

and the odd male grunt distress him. Her suitors step over his cot when they arise in

the morning, pretending they don't see him, making coffee in their boxer brieß, Park's

eyes level with their genitals. Park wants to yell out: "That is my wife in the other

room!" but he knows that is a lie. But the worst is her laughter, laughs that were once

only his. "Soon? What is wrong? Tell me. You haven't been talking to rne. Do you

want a divorce?" she smiles. Though the strange pain in his chest and belly won't

leave him, Park devises ways to distract himself, going to late night movies on his

own, taking up the odd date. Kim awakens in the middle of night to discover Park

missing, for the first time. "Where were you last night? I came into the kitchen and

you were gone." He would like to tell her that he was tasting the fruit of a dozen beds,

but, truly, he spent the night watching the trains go by over the Howland Street

bridge, crouched in the bushes as he once crouched in a gunnel shaped closet at

starboard, waiting for officious footsteps to fade, or hiding underneath a trucker's cot,

inhaling dust and cigarette ash. So he says nothing, tuming away,lodging an
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ambiguous nugget ofjealousy into Kim's heart. The lovers melt away, unable to

ignore the sad faced man in the kitchen, and, forsaking his strange vigil before the

trains, Park packs away the slim cot, and retums to the bed he shared with Kim for a

dozen years.

After a couple of months like this, Spider-Kim, her face badly shaven, wads of

toilet paper stuck to where she has cut herself, retums to the bakery. "I bring you

news.,, "you old witch! Get out of here, Spider-Kim!" "Kim, daughter of a whore that

you are, you may find this difficult to understand" "Leave, Spider-Kim, now!" "Listen

to me. The authorities say that you must produce a child if your family has any hope

of coming here, and that is that. You look like a street-walker in that dress. If Soon

were not already an embarrassment, he should be ashamed to be your lawful

husband." The next few weeks pass in mutual silence, until Kim, sipping her tea,

a¡nounces: "It wouldn't be right Soon, and it has nothing to do with you, I know you

understand." Park nods, and smiles, but the pressure of mothers, fathers, brothers and

sisters in anxious waiting builds. "It would only take a minute, I guess. I don't know.

What do you think, Soon?" Park looks at Kim, her face akeady wise, her pink-brown

lips slightly curled at the side, her brown eyes huge and unavoidable. A face just like

mine, he thinks. Spider-Kim's visits become more and more frequent. Soon she is in

the store almost constantly, her thick, wÍlxy, black beard grown back in. "I see, as I

see every day, that your belly is still flat. Have you already had ababy? Like your

mother, the poor tart? Or will your husband not touch you, the pansy?" The unsavory

presence of Spider-Kim, noisily gassy, often drunk, once anathema to business, now

draws curious onlookers. "What is she talking about?" "No one will ever know"

"Look at her blouse and tights, so cool!" Park and Kim close the shop, telling Spider-
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Kim that they have gone off to Montreal for the week. They keep the lights off,

hoping to remain secret, though they see Spider-Kim pass the house from time to time

at night, looking up into the windows, then turning on the stray cats and loping

raccoons, spitting at them.

The city is wetly robed by a veil of heat that lingers into the night. Park and

Kim lie naked on the bed, covered with sweat, unable to sleep. "Do you remember

when I first came here? I remember, seeing you and thinking, 'what a handsome man,

too bad he is my Uncle-Cousin and not my father', and knowing that I would always

be safe and happy with you, just as long as I balanced the till and gave you a dozen

verbs every afternoon. Have you even hugged me? And I still feel loved. Ah, Soon,

Soon, Soon! What would our child look like?" Park pictured the child and saw Kim's

face, still six, big brown eyes, ready for the world. They hear the train rush by,

rattling along to another port, and the cry of seagulls stealing grain from the open

cars. "It would be so easy, I guess, or we can find away around it, or we can do it."

That night, Park and Kim share a dream wherein they discover one another in the

forest, dressed in khaki. Kim, now a beautiful bo¡ asks Park: "If a curtain falls on

love, does it split it into one for the audience and two behind the curtain to console

each other?rr rrlrm not sure," Park responds, "Can you tell me where Paris is exactly?"

"Yes, of course." They walk along a flowing stream of molasses that leads to an oval

pond of custard, ringed with lotus flowers. "I love you Kim, and you know that. I

need to know that you will be good." "I know that I will be fine, good luck Soon,"

Kim smiles. "Take them out of the oven," Park reminds her, walking away, adding

over his shoulder, "'Let the winds of dawn that blow softly round your dreaming head

such a day of sweetness show."' And the next morning, Kim is unsurprised to
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discover Park gone, nothing missing other than his shoes. Kim finds a note, all of the

deeds to the store and apartment, and a book in Russian, bound in leather in a box,

sitting on the kitchen table. Spider-Kim is never seen again, and Kim is surprised that

her family, a full dozen of them, who arrive three months later, each patting and

blessing her swelling belly, have never heard of the old bearded woman. Several

years later, watching Issac Soon Park pick out the lotus seeds from a sticky bun, Kim

can't help but laugh and kiss her mystified son, feeling Soon somewhere sharing the

joke.
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Delilah

After Delilah's father suddenly dies, her grandmother, judging herself old and

tired enough, walks out one fall evening, and lies down in the golden sea of corn that

surrounds the little wooden house. Though they don't find her body, Delilah comes

across her grandmother's earrings and grudgingly the following fall, she pulls those

precious earrings from her teenaged lobes and puts them in a locked box. When she is

allowed, 12 years later, to open the box, Delilah finds nothing inside. She returns to

her family (mother, sister, a pair of uncles) who act, with silence, as if she had not

been gone a day. They are sitting in the same spots, she thinks. Burly, tattooed and

silent, Delilah scares them, especially her mother, who hides from her, embarrassed

that they have lived different kinds of peace. She knows that Delilah worked hard

while away, and has saved up a fair bit, but that something is wrong with her.

Delilah spends a motionless week in bed, but speaks in her dreams, sometimes

blaming members of her family (some present in the room, carefully approaching her

feverish body with sponges and ice) and then forgiving them, but more often calling

out for her earrings. Her mother, who has sold everything, holds Delilah's earlobes

until she falls asleep. As soon as she is strong and lucid enough to nod, they have

someone come by who tells Delilah what she has suspected for some time. Knowing

it is inevitable, Delilah kisses her sleeping mother's amber forehead, but does not

wake her, and walks out to her uncle's car. He watches her from the window, smiling,

knowing that there is a sleepin Ebag,tent and a box of matches in the trunk. She stuffs

the roll in the dash box, and brings the car on to the road. She feels good on the road;

the fresh air is good for her.
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Delilah stops at a bar that evening, and takes a table far away from

everyone else, and even though some people stare, they leave her alone. A drink or

two do her in, and she stumbles out back to be sick, hearing footsteps trail off as she

turns to lean her head against the brick wall. Delilah hears a moaning sound, and,

instinctiveiy, she approaches it. She carries the girl to the car, and lays her across the

back seats.

As the sun comes up, the girl opens her eyes, and crawls into the empty seat

beside Delilah. She inspects herself in the mirror, pulls two plastic earrings out of her

back pocket, and then opens the window, letting the wind go through her fingers. "Do

you mind if I turn on the radio?" Delilah shrugs and takes a cigarette from the

dashboard, and puts it in her mouth, not lighting it. "I won't ask how I got here," the

girl says, rolling her eyes and blushing.

The com turns to grass and back into corn again and then dusty hills covered

with little red flowers. When it gets dark and the sky speckled with little silver flecks,

the girl switches on the overhead light, and turns to inspect Delilah. "I guess you are

not much of a talker, but you need to know," she says, looking up and down Delilah's

tattooed arms, at the unlit cigarette still in her mouth. "That I'm not what you think I

am." The girl waits for a reply she knows will not come. Pulling at her ripped skirt,

tears fill her eyes. "By that I mean that I'm trying to make a go of it, and this is not

my go, but my make...understand?"

Delilah pitches the tent, and when it is up, she unfolds the sleepingbag. "Only

one heh?" the girl asks. "I guess we can make it into a blanket." Delilah shakes her

head. The girl moves to take off her shirt, and Delilah turns away, her ears burning.
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Though she is cold that night, she stares at the sleeping girl, at her face, which'

because of the darkness, is in great part an invention of Delilah's. When Delilah looks

at the girl, she sees a tiny angel under glass, and it makes something deep set and cold

warïn up in her, that lets her sleep. The girl wakes in the middle of the night, talking.

"Where are we? You woke me up - don't worry about it, I don't mind at all, but you

should know that you talk." Delilah turns over, her mouth tingling.

The next afternoon Delilah stops at a general store on the single strip of a

dusty town. The girl waits in the car, her bare legs dangling out the window. Delilah

exits the store with a bundle in her arms, depositing a huge pair ofjeans on the girl's

lap, and tossing a blanket into the back seat.

The following morning, the girl convinces Delilah to stop at a jeweler, and she

points out all the rings, bracelets and earrings that she wants. Delilah points to a pair

of earrings. "But I can't possibly buy them!"

During the nights, the girl worries about Delilah, listens to her breathing,

which stops from time to time. Whenever Delilah talks in her sleep the girl speaks to

her, and Delilah's sleeping mouth responds. "What is your name?" "I'm Delilah"

"Where are we going Delilah?" "W'e are going to drop you off someplace good"

"'Where is that going to be?" "A little ways" "Will you come with me?" "l can't."

One late night, scared by the sounds of wolves in the distance the girl asks Delilah

why she does not talk when she is awake. "I'm done with all that, all run out." "But

I'm all tired and still running oft Delilah, come with me."
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Delilah falls into fever sleep and doesn't wake for 5 nights. The girl keeps

watch, tries to stay awake, talks to Delilah, who tells everflhing. By the time the girl

opens her eyes, Delilah is up, packing the tent. That afternoon, they come to a bright

town, and there is a different light in Delilah's eyes.

"Well - that's that then? My stop?"

Delilah points into the dash box.

"Come with me, Delilah, I can take care of you." This is the first time she speaks

Delilah's name to a waking Delilah, who smiies and shakes her head.

"I know, I know, but still" the girl whispers, tears trickling down her cheeks. "Well,

thank you then. Thank you. I know you think you are not a good woman but don't

want to be bad but are good." The girl turns, her head down. She takes two steps and

tums again to face Delilah, who smiles for a second time.

"Take good care of yourself," Delilah says, sighing.

The girl pats the bulge in her right pocket and laughs, and then tugs on her pink

earlobes, winking. "I will, I'm starting good. Where you offto now?"

Delilah drives until the gas nrns out, and like her grandmother before her, she

walks out into a rippling sea of golden wheat and lies down and smells the dirt and

watches the clouds pass between the yellow sheaves. Eventually she closes her eyes,

the story of her and the girl repeating and repeating with greater and greater beauty

until it is over. When the farmers go to thresh the wheat they do not come across

Delilah. But, one hot October evening, as the sun falls, the youngest farmer's

daughter walks across the shorn field in bare feet; the cut ends tickling her soft soles.

She sees lit by a thread of golden light, held between three tufts of cut wheat, two
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silver plastic earrings, with a pink gem in the middle. She picks them up and clips

them to her little ears, and then she mns across the field, the sun a red flare, filled

with a happiness she can't understand.
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How We Put the Worst Demons To SleeP

A flock of birds, singing all at once, have made it on to the ship. Gale gives

Sami and George a couple of crackers he had been saving, which they immediately

stuff in their mouths. George, catching Gale's reproving eye, tosses a crumb to the

birds. "They look fat Gale," she explains.

Their first Ameri carL, atiny, ancient man with wrinkled skin and huge hands,

sadly whispers "Y'her" every time they pass. Gale found out later that the little old

man with the bowler hat says only this narne, Yahir, all day and night, because it is

the name of his dead brother, killed in Greece. Every time the three brothers pass,

Gale gives a friendly nod, as if to say to his two brothers: 'America, Y'her, everyone

is so friendly.'One day the sad man disappears, and there is no one left to say the

name of his brother. Gale calls his brothers Sami and George, though he intends,

when they get there, to call them Samuel and Georgina, because he imagines their

parents wouldn't have it otherwise.

George, her breasts growing, hips widening, is proving to be a problematic

brother. But then again, Gale thinks, I didn't think it would take this long. "Georgie,

you will just have to be a fat boy for a while." "How long is a while?" Two long years

have passed, by foot, train and the occasional lift, and finally they are on the open

deck of an ocean bound vessel. "We must be going in circles and circles," Sami

suggests, leaning back on his elbows. "No, I don't think so, just further away than we

thought." The first year, Gale and Sami tried to steal at least one female thing a

month: a hairbrush, an aluminum brooch, a bracelet, a blouse. The next year they

found a red suitcase. But now that they are on the ship there is nothing to give her.
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Instead, Sami makes up what it will be like: "We get there - the mountain opens, and

then ship goes inside, and then inside the mountain there is another mountain"

"Another mountain?" "And another mountain, until it is huge and flat and hot'" Gale

knows that George is playing stupid, but he loves her for that, and he loves Sami for

telling her lies, even if Sami doesn't think that he is lying. Sami was sick for a long

while and had begged to be left behind, claiming that his parents would come from

the woods to get him. His head in Gale's lap, Georgie singing softly beside him, they

stayed without food for a week in a dark shed. Even now there is something

unhealthy about him, his skin too pale, his eyes too sunken, and when he tells his

stories, Gale can tell that George has to keep from crying. George cries sometimes,

and even though it hurts Gale to do it, he has to stop her. "But Sami can!" "Sami is a

boy." When she stops crying, Gale lets her look into the red suitcase, which he knows

she does all the time anyhow.

Gale only cried once, and the way that Sami and George looked at him, he

knew he had done wrong. It was after he figured all their parents were dead. He knew

this because all the birds were silent. Silent birds, his mother told him, are weddings

and funerals that no one comes to. When they found George, silently crouching

between the bodies of her family, birds lined the roof. Gale hadn't found Sami, he just

appeared alongside him. "You are going to have to walk faster" "If you walk too fast

you will walk over yourself"'Is that so?" Gale often wonders how old Sami might

be. He can't remember his birthday, or anything else. "Even your parents?" "I'm a

wolf my mother rvas a princess, and my father a house cat." George never mentioned

her parents, and Gale was sure never to bring it up.

At night, the worst time, Gale ties a rope around Sami's leg, and attaches it to
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his arm, because Sami is a sleepwalker. Once, when Georgie undid the rope and

attached it to her arm for a trick, Sami walked to the stern of the ship. Awaking in a

panic, Georgie giggling wildly as Gale pulled at her wrist, Gale made it just in time to

catch Sami, his sleeping eyes open and a leg swung over the wooden banister. "Sami,

Sami, come here, please Sami, come here." "I'm going to swim home, I'm a wolf."

"You can't Sami, you are asleep." "I'm a wolf." "You are a Wolf Sami, come here."

Holding Sami's hand, furious but silent, lest he wake the other passengers, Gale

returned him to his blanket, and, violently wrenching the rope from George's hands,

retied it.

"Gale, I'm soffy"

"Gale, Gale!"

"What?"

"I'm sorry."

Gale heard a whimper, and then felt hot tears on his arm. "Don't cry, George, don't

cry."

"I'm sorry Gale, I didn't think he would go away."

"You just can't do that Georgie - go to sleep, ok?"

George, childishly ignorant of her new body, is one problem after another.

Wearing her women's shoes. Singing. Changing in the open. "George! For the love of

god, you can't do that!" "Do what?" "Do that! You are a girl" "No, I'm a boy,

remember?" Finally Gale had her agree, if she promised to be good, that she could

wear her women's clothes undemeath the blankets, but only if she changed out of

them before getting up.

At night, Gale consoles himself by picturing Sami and George when they are
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glown up. He sees Sami in a smart suit, nodding his hat to people as they pass by'

George is beautiful, and she wears the fanciest dresses, and Sami is forced to gallantly

dismiss the many suitors. Gale can't imagine himself grown up' maybe, he thinks,

because I am already old. Before getting on the boat, Gale had to declare their birth

dates. Sami he made up, and guessed 10, though he could have just as easily said 5.

1929 made George 74, ayear older than Gale, who brought his shoulders back and

declared 1926 for himself.

During the day he teaches Sami and George English, secretly concerned that

he has the words all wrong. One afternoon he found a Czech who claimed to have

lived in Pittsburgh for ten years. While Gale sold his jacket for cookies and matches,

the Czech, who knew only swears, made off with Sami's blanket, who was

inconsolable. Wrapping Sami's tiny frame in his tattered blanket, Gale shivered

without his jacket. But at least, he thought, this way I can stay up to keep watch. Gale

didn't mind the rocking of the ship, but the slap of the waves, like unsure knocks,

were a constant horror to him.

"George, sleep."

"I can't," she groans, sitting up.

ttYou cant'

"Why don't you sleep?"

"I don't need to, I'm thinking."

"I'm thinking too," Sami says, not wanting to be left out. "I'm thinking that

right now we are going over the land, and our train is crushing the worst demons, who

go to sleep." Gale remembers this, he never forgets it. When they get close to land,

Gale is surprised that there is no crowd to greet them, and the birds, by now scrawny
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and sun dazed, are silent. And even though Gale is sure that George, who has hidden

an illicit barrette beneath the short curls of her reddish hair, her eyes resting calmly on

Sami, knows that something is wrong, that the wails and yelling that subside as she

ship is tumed fully around mean that they are returning to the end, he is so proud to

see that she doesn't cry, but for the first time, Sami out of stories, he almost wishes

she would.
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Afterword

"Beyond the boundaries of the ordinary world of lives and houses,

unguessed, undreamed of in their conunonsense philosophy, lies the

vast realm of the improbable: a world too disordered, so it would
seem, to hold together for a fortnight, let alone for several years. And
yet these lives, these houses, continue to maintain a precarious

equilibrium in defiance of all laws of man and nature. All the same,

persons who base their calculations on the inexorable pressure of force

of circumstance assume, correctly, that such lives are doomed."

- Jean Cocteau, Les Enfants Terrible (70)

I. Preciousness

Certainly, fidelity
On the stroke of midnight pass

Like vibrations of a bell,
And fashionable madmen raise
Their pedantic boring cry:
Every farthing of the cost,
All the dreaded cards foretell,
Shall be paid, but from this night
Not a whisper, not a thought
Not a kiss nor look be lost

- W.H. Auden, from Lullaby

Many of the stories in "Pearls and Knots" could be read as sketches that

describe ways by which memories and meaning can be kept, cherished and

consecrated, ensuring that nothing "be lost." The title story "Pearls," suggests that

the unconscious preserves in the shell of memory what the conscious excludes or

allows to perish. As Jung insists: "What we see is the blossom, which passes. The

rhizome remains." (4) "Pearls" seeks to return "the rhizome" back to memory. Allow

me to explain: middle-aged Vera, reacting to a tragic death, returns in quasi-fantasy to

the relative safety of her romantic childhood. In a waking-dream she assimilates

Venus (a drunken girl drawn with Botticelli's Birth of Venus in mind) into the

baroque funeral of her childhood. Her act of retuming, and of healing herself is an
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act of letting go. Full in dream, brittle in waking reality, Venus disappears or dies,

and Vera allows her precious, rhiozomic pearls to "dance away, back to sea." (10) In

"Pearls and Knots" characters devise ways of letting things go, but of retaining the

essential "preciousness" of the memory, person, or object.

Many of these stories look at intimate experiences that seem invested with a

sublime, spiritual resonance - an incandescent light played off and preserved in the

endless storehouse of the unconscious, where, echoing Cocteau, I have placed "the

vast realm of the improbable." (70) What is "improbable" in waking life is made

transparent in dozing literature: the Kantian sublime refracts and inspires the Jungian

unconscious, and the very vastness that overwhelms thus allows the tiny "pearls" of

preciousness to glow forth. In "The Light", Natalia Berlin "clingfs] to the flush of

childhood warmth" as she drops into sleep, recoiling from an enormity of loneliness

that she cannot consciously Brasp, "beneath a sea of sheets" (26). In her insomniac's

fantasy, Natalia is sparklingly atomized into the sublime, Kantian night sky, which

she inverts into a night sea in the backward trajectory of her still-blinking

unconscious. But in grasping for the celestial light of her parents, Natalia is also

allowing herself to be drawn away, and to be drawn back into the terrestrial light of

day (and away from the comfort of the unconscious). In writing these stories I wanted

to address a desire to "return" to the unconscious past which paradoxically returns us,

along the lines of Iris Murdoch's argument, to the "present": "We need and we want

to come home to what is categorical not hypothetical, to return to the present, where

we also and essentially live." (305)

II. Consecration

Many of my stories are possessed with a longing that is particularly Catholic
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and essentially Jewish. By this I mean to suggest that the anti-representational nature

of Judaism can spark a desire for garish, Catholic displays of affection, longing,

sadness and joy - a theatricality of devotion denied to the piously solemn. Despite

their Catholic longing, whether through the effect of the aforementioned sublime, or

through a modest reluctance, my characters turn away from expression, and shy away

from fully and religiously consecrating their emotions. We do not, in general, get

Joycean moments of affirmation, like Stephen Daedalus's resounding, synthesizing

call of "Heavenly God!" (after seeing a beautiful girl bathing) in Portrait of the Artist

as a Young Man.lnstead, many of my characters, in fulfilling or pronouncing their

consecrations, turn once again to fantasy and dreams.

For example, in"Lay Your Sleeping Head My Love", Soon and his niece

Kim, an impossibly intimate couple, charged to reproduce against their will, are only

capable of consecrating their affection physically and dialogically in dream, where

they are able to revisit elements of a common fantasy, assimilating elements of the

everyday with the fantastical:

They walk along a flowing stream of molasses that leads to an oval

pond of custard, ringed with lotus flowers. "I love you Kim, and you

know that. I need to know that you will be good." "I know that I will

be fine, Good luck Soon," Kim smiles. "Take them out of the oven,"

Park reminds her, walking away, adding over his shoulder, "'Let the

winds of dawn that blow softly round your dreaming head such a day

of sweetness show.' (78)

Soon and Park consecrate (by way of Auden) a love that is otherwise impossible, and

in so doing affirm an affection newly possessed with a lavish "certitude." Simone
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Weil wrote: "Certitude does not depend on states of the soul. Certitude is always in

perfect security." (91) Soon and Kim's act of procreative "certitude," consummated

un-incestuously in a dream realm, firmly establishes "the perfect security''of their

love. Consummation also figures prominently in "Ms. Pacman," essentially the story

of a conventionally muted couple who long to conduct a syrnphony of their affection.

Continually thwarted in their attempts to connect and consecrate sexually (and

verbally), they inscribe their "libretto" in the snow:

A miracle: the door opened as if it had been waiting the entire time.

She slipped her hand in his and they walked through the deep, moonlit

snow, their fingers entwined, their paths splitting and merging.

"Libretto!" they yelled together, running down the street,

laughing madly. (17)

III. Hiding and Coloring

Another common element in my short stories is obfuscation. I have resorted to

an oblique approach to descriptive narration for a number of reasons, not the least of

which being a desire on my part to keep some elements of meaning and seeing

submerged, partly to encourage a certain sense of allure and partly to encourage the

creative act of intuitive "coloring." By coloring, or "coloring in," I refer to the

creative act of taking a set of words, or descriptions, or suggestions, and investing

them with the associative and expressive coloratíons of life. "Coloring in", I argue, is

the central act of"expression" - expression being the enhancing or reorgarization of

preexisting phenomena. In writing these stories I assumed that "expression" requires

a certain sparseness to act as the divination point of cognitive motion. Secondly,

because "expression" is surely suffocated, and not enhanced by too lurid a
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description, I have endeavored to minimize description whenever possible. The

lightest of description, as R.J. Collingwood argues, is the best defense against

"generalization": "The reason why description, so far from helping expression,

actually damages it, is that description generalizes. To describe a thing is to call it a

thing of such and such a kind: to bring it under a conception, to classify it.

Expression, on the contrary, individualizes." (218-219) Individualization de-orders

generalization, and makes possible an infinite set of lightly sketched combinations of

the intuitive and inventive imagination.

"Chloe from 7 to 9l'is likely the most emblematic of my sometimes "lightly-

sketched" aesthetic. In this Agnes Varda influenced story, Gavin, Chloe's decorative

muse, bends into the flattering light, and suggests, pompously, "Botticelli's Venus

was the first comic muse." (4) A close look at the painting would reveal a crude line

around Venus's face and her shockingly misshapen arm - proving Gavin right - and

Chloe, inspecting Gavin superficially, takes his unintended advice and accepts into

her arms her lightly sketched lover, the color and significance of whom she will "fill

in" and "complete" with the intuitively empathetic generosity peculiar to lovers.

In "Julia Come Home," gaps and lightness in description allow for huge leaps

in time, and a compression of action which serves to illuminate Julia's synchronic

fallacy: that she can return to someone and something (her mother and her childhood)

she has not seen gradually change and disappear. In writing this story I had a passage

from Charlotte Bronte's Villette in mind - Lucy Snowe's "recap": "I will permit the

reader to picture me, for the next eight years, as a bark slumbering through halcyon

weather, in a harbor still as glass." (87) Lucy, in expressing her years of perplexity,

succeeds in tricking the reader with motionless snapshots, preventing the reader from
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picturing her and from fathoming the movement of time. In like manner, I try to lead

the reader through "Julia Come Home" "blind" so as to enhance the aesthetic

sensation of sightlessness, and also to problematizethe passage ofunattended time.

The story essentially concerns the desire to be seen, and the need to have our "seeing"

be received with an equal reaction to our "looking." The narrative lens here is filmic -

anything seen, naturally gazesback. But Julia, seeing nothing and giving up the

search for her mother, has foiled the camera. The story ends with Julia symbolically

burying her precious brooch so its emotional and historical connections, and series of

visual interpretations, will be as "blinded" as mother and daughter are blinded from

one another's lives. This is also an important element of "Calling All Hands." Uncle

Vic the tailor, obsessed with gettinga grand piano for his increasingly oblivious

niece, is the strangest of materialists: he understands the texture and the stitching of

objects, but is incapable of coming to terms with the cornposite picture that his life

and the lives of his loved ones together form. So, the piano finally in hand, and the

niece gone off to "ruin her hands," Vic is forced to admit "that he had been wrong,

that he had never really seen it." (38, 41) Similarly, Rahim in "Knots," falls into a

fatally "blind love" with an exonerating figure from his private mythology: The

Queen. Unsurprisingly, The Queen is hidden from Rahim in the same way that the

significance of Rahim's death is hidden from the missionaries.

IV. Teleology

The necessity of supplying a sufficient explanation or sense of significance

for strange, unsettling or wholly mundane circumstances also plays an important role

in most of my stories. More often than not, my characters employ an explanatory

teleology in devising away by which situations can both "make sense" and retain
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their "significance." So, for example, while Freudian psychology and the Nietzschean

genealogical method provide a historical dynamic within which "postulated causes"

explain subsequent phenomena, my teleological method (like Philip Roth's "Useful

Fictions" in his novel My Ltfe as a Man) employs postulated purposes in the act of

making phenomena necessary. In many of my stories, characters vie to achieve some

measure of "ontological" certitude by way of adequate, or, as is more likely the case,

fl agrantly ill-fi tting teleologies.

In "Everything," Julian Abramson, fighting against the infinitely complicated

demands of adulthood, swayed by a children's book, considers: "when life seems to

be unraveling, all you need to do is bunch up a sweater, put it in the middle of a room,

and understand that everything, ever5rthing is in it." (68) But, rational skeptic that

Julian is, he seeks to dishevel his certitude, reasoning that his "everything" could be

something sinister at night, or, as he discovers, unwittingly donning the trousers of a

younger man, "everything" can also be shared with someone else. Julian elects to

meet explanation half-way; aft.er re-exchanging pants with Munoz, Julian ships his

sweater, and retums to it at night - in Jungian terms reconciling conscious concerns

with unconscious mythologies. Many of the stories in "Pearis and Knots" fìlter in a

subtle, mythic context, or, as Jung calls it, a "Mythic Statement," which is an

expression of "psychic wholeness, from the co-operation between the conscious and

the unconscious." (340) Thus, in "Everfhing", Julian s5rmbolically strips hirnself of

conscious and unconscious fear in establishing a personal "Mythic Statement" (or

teleology).

In "Let it Die" Julian does much the same thing - allowing his fall from love

and grace, and his subsequent remove to Winnipeg to be teleologically purposed:
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"And so, several years on, and comfortable enough to say of his adoptive home that it

is 'the place where god pissed, walked 50 miles south and wiped his ass,' Julian

looked back at his strange winter interlude, when he waited for Natalia to return, and

marveled at his old patience and its subsequently slithery coda with curiosity and

something verging on pride." (20)

V. Devotion

Another central aspect in several of the stories (particularly in "Satya and

Henny 8.," "How We Put the Worst Demons to Sleep," and "Delilah") is the idea of

devotion. I wanted, following Simone Weil's suggestion that love and "affliction" are

inexorably attached, to explore the ways in which people devote themselves to one

another - not by selÊabnegation, prostration or sacrifice - but rather when driven by

whatever unaccountable sense of duty, in attempting to provide happiness and

comfort to those they love.

For example, Henny B. of "Satya and Henny 8." repeats soothingly: "Don't

be scared, I will take care of you, don't be scared, I'm here, I'm here." (95) Henny 8.,

in many ways, is Satya's secular "guardian angel" - a rather improbably ubiquitous

figure, no less doomed than Satya, who appears whenever Satya is in trouble. There is

a difficulty in writing a character like Henny B. - the pitfall being in over-saturating

her reassuring dialogue in maudlin pathos. All the salne, taken as a projection of

Satya's need for security, reassurance (and romance), Henny B. becomes both

plausible and necessary. I think that an initial resistance on the part of the reader is

the most likely way by which characters, written in no more than an empathetic

caricature, can take on the semblance of categorical (if not particular) "fullness."

"Fullness" occurs in the same way by which an automaton's vacuity is discerned: by
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providing, at all times, what is expected. Fullness/Vacuity is a fine line drawn in the

favor of the former by addition of the odd quirk or suggestion of psychological depth

- neither of which appear with any regularity in my writing. Instead, composing

characters like icebergs, I have tried to submerge the insistent notion of fullness in the

unconscious.

"Delilah" is representative of the submerging of the fantasy of "fullness."

Accompanied by a hard-luck girl destined to be her inheritor, Delilah speaks only in

her sleep. During the day Delilah is strong and silent - the prototypical monosyllabic

hero of the North American road. Conversely, by night she begins to talk, and

confide, just stopping short of displaying character-building weaknesses that could

remove her from her limited mould.

It is just this sort of weakness (in the form of tears) that Gale, in "How We Put

the Worst Demons to Sleep," refuses to show Sami and George. Cross-dressing

George, Gale forbids her to cry, lest she be found out to be what she is (a girl). Gale,

parentless guardian to the tragically parentless, in prematurely assuming the role of

selfless giver, ensures that Sami and George take on roles abstracted from what they

might have been before their wartime catastrophe. Part of Gale's insistence on

reversal is psychological and pragmatic, a reaction to the cruel insanity that surrounds

them, but the better part of it has to do with the nature of his love: for Gale there is

the loved and the lover, and his unfulfrlled need for love will have him love with all

the greater intensity.

VI. Connectivity and Universality

Martin Buber, discussing "Distance and Relation," concludes: "Art is neither
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the impression of natural objectivity nor the expression of its spiritual subjectivity

i...] it is the realm of 'the between' which has become a form" (66). In several of my

stories I explore the musicality of "the between" - suggesting that a "music" of sorts

resounds between the spatially estranged contingencies of desire, want and hope- In

particular, I think of Dewey's conception of "rhythmic waves": "In this interaction,

human energy gathers, is released, damned up, frustrated and victorious. There are

rhythmic beats of want and fulfillment, pulses of doing and being withheld from

doing." (45) Dewey suggests thataforever pendulant force of "human energy" forms

a "rhythm," sonorous in both fulfillment and unfulfillment. Simone Weil also

describes how "human music" issues from the "harmony" of "tearing apart" and

coming back together:

[It] echoes perpetually across the universe in the midst of the silence,

like two notes, separate yet melting into one, like pure and heart-

rending harmony. This is the word of God. The whole creation is

nothing but its vibration. When human music in its greatest purity

pierces our soul, this is what we hear through it. When we have

leamed to hear the silence, this is what we grasp more distinctly

through it. (124)

Vyrng to make meaning of silence, "The Accordion" ends, like "Ms.

Pacman", with Natalia and Julian's orchestral addition to spatial romance:

Natalia and Julian, several thousand miles apaft,lunge toward one

another, grasping at the air, as ifjust over the horizon, just past where

you can see, the other waits for the falling clasp to seal their love, and
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to finally close the accordion. But, feeling the clasp spin wildly on its

screw, they step back at the last moment, and their footsteps in the

sand, swallowed by waves and erased by wind, resound with a

beautiful and mournful song. (67)

Their thwarted/fulfilled affection taking the undulating shape of the accordion, Julian

and Natalia, reluctant to express their love, make song in absentia. Expression (or

lack thereof) is also central to "Calling All Hands" - which charts Uncle Vic's

stationary voyage of emotional discovery. As R.G. Cunningham writes: "Until a man

has expressed his emotion, he does not yet know what emotion it is. The act of

expressing it is therefore an exploration of his own emotions. He is trying to find out

what these emotions arc" (218). Instead of exploring his emotions, Uncle Vic the

tailor, who mends the fabric of life, tums to his uninterested niece to soundtrack his

thwarted ambitions. In much the same way Natalia Berlin's mismatched posse of the

heartbroken turn to her (and her accordion) to "make it all come together." (86) In

tasking Natalia to unify their affections, her friends ignore their own intrinsic position

as undulating notes in a selÊwriting orchestra. This notion, that entities are inexorably

drawn together, or gathered together into gestural and dialogical totalities, is

fundamental in making sense of these stories. Each story follows a stringently limited

narrative arc, the action delineated and compressed until the story assumes the shape

of song - a song that continuously "runs." Sung individually, songs intimate or

express what Iris Murdoch refers to as "a self-contained unity." (1) Murdoch goes on

to argue that, "Oblivious of philosophical problems and paucity of evidence we grasp

ourselves as unities, continuous bodies and continuous minds." (1) As such, it is

probably fair to assume that unity results from a concomitant metabolic effort by both
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the reader and characters in question. For example, Chloe metabolizes and assimilates

phenomena - so that elements continue to recur and lend rhythmic substance to her

song-like story. While "Chloe From 7 to 9" can be read as a series of closely related

fugues, "The Accordion" and "Calling all Hands", because of their tendency to move

together and apart, can be understood as romantic sonatas.

VII. "The Vast Realm of the Improbable"

In writing these 17 stories I looked for an "improbable" space between long

form fiction and feature frlm. I wanted to find a novel way of mediating between the

comprehensive satisfaction of stationary words and the excitement of moving images.

Taking cues from writers like Mavis Gallant, Anton Chekhov, Nicolai Gogol, Italo

Calvino, Sholem Alechiem and Joseph Roth and filmmakers like Agnes Varda, Helke

Sander, Francois Truffaut and Richard Linklater, I sought to frnd a certain balance

between narrative speed and narrative ease, between the bizarre and the mundane.

Above all, I wanted to find an area of perceptual light that was both psychologically

transparent and semantically sturdy: an aesthetic niche between Raphael's soft glow

and Caravaggro's exfoliating illuminations. This obscure spot where I have written

"Pearls and Knots" is found just before waking, or falling to sleep, in yawn, sigh and

dream. Always returning to Auden's lament, I allowed the "pedantic boring cry''to be

muffled by the foggy walls of the unconscious, a call of reality only slightly nudging

the living storehouse of fantasy, kept safe for the time being in obscurity.
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